Faculty

Endowed Chairs and Distinguished Professorships

American Lung Association of Hawai‘i and Leahi Fund Chair in Respiratory Health in JABSOM, funded by the American Lung Association of Hawai‘i and the Leahi Fund through the Hawai‘i Community Foundation. American Lung Association of Hawai‘i Endowed Chair in Neonatal Respiratory Health in JABSOM, funded by the American Lung Association of Hawai‘i. Arthur Lynn Andrews Visiting Professor of Asian and Pacific Studies in SPAS, established by the will of Harriet Cousens Andrews. Gladys Kamakûikolāni ‘Aiona Brandt Endowed Chair in SHK, funded by the estate of Gladys ‘Aiona Brandy. Barbara Cox Anthony Chair in Aging in the Center on Aging, funded by an anonymous donor. Dai Ho Chun Chair in the Colleges of Arts and Sciences, funded by the will of Dai Ho Chun. Dai Ho Chun Distinguished Chair in Educational Leadership in the College of Education, funded by the late Dai Ho Chun. The Citizens’ Chair in English Literature in LLL, funded by the Hawai‘i State Legislature. Coral Industries Professorship in Renewable Energy Resources in HNEI, funded by Coral Petroleum, Inc. Donald A. Corbin Distinguished Professorship in Accounting in the Shidler College of Business, funded by Donald and Martha Corbin and the Hawai‘i accounting community. John and Sue Dean Distinguished Professorship in the Shidler College of Business, funded by John and Sue Dean. First Hawaiian Bank Chair of Leadership and Management in the Shidler College of Business, funded by First Hawaiian Foundation. First Insurance Company of Hawai‘i Distinguished Professorship in the Shidler College of Business, funded by First Insurance Company of Hawai‘i Charitable Foundation. Lloyd Fujie and Deloitte Foundation Distinguished Accounting Professorship in the Shidler College of Business, funded by Deloitte & Touche, LLC; the Deloitte Foundation. Wallace S. Fujiyama Visiting Professorship of Law, funded by Duty Free Shoppers Group, Ltd. Hawai‘i Medical Service Association Chair for Health Care Services Quality Research in JABSOM, funded by the Hawai‘i Medical Services Association. Sidney and Erica Hsiao Endowed Chair in College of Natural Sciences, funded by the Sidney and Erica Hsiao Trust. Dan and Maggie Inouye Distinguished Chair in Democratic Ideals in Law and College of Arts and Humanities, funded by the Inouye endowment fund of the University of Hawai‘i Foundation. George M. Johnson Visiting Professorship in Law in Law, funded by the will of Evelyn W. Johnson. William R. Johnson, Jr. Distinguished Professorship in the Shidler College of Business, funded by William and Sylvia Sue Johnson. W. Ruel Johnson Distinguished Professorship in the Shidler College of Business, funded by William and Sylvia Sue Johnson. Benjamin A. Kudo Chair of Law in Law, funded by an anonymous donor. K. J. Luke Chair of International Banking and Finance in the Shidler College of Business, funded by K. J. Luke. Gordon A. Macdonald Chair in Volcanology in SOEST, funded by the Hawai‘i State Legislature. Matson Navigation Company Chair of Global Business in the Shidler College of Business, funded by Matson Navigation Company. Frances A. Matsuda Chair in Women’s Health in Nursing and Dental Hygiene, funded by Frances A. Matsuda Sano. Harold and Sandy Noborikawa Chair of Entrepreneurship, Marketing, and Information Technology in the Shidler College of Business, funded by Harold and Sandy Noborikawa. Yehan Numata Chair in Buddhist Studies in SPAS, funded by Yehan Numata. Jean E. Rolles Distinguished Professorship in the Shidler College of Business, funded by Jean Rolles. Soshitsu Sen Director of the Center for Japanese Studies in SPAS, funded by Soshitsu Sen XV. Soshitsu Sen XV Professor of Traditional Japanese Culture and History in College of Arts and Humanities, funded by Soshitsu Sen XV. Shidler College Distinguished Professors in the Shidler College of Business, funded by Jay Shidler. Joanna Sullivan Distinguished Chair in Cancer Research in CRCH, funded by the late Maurice J. Sullivan. Maurice J. Sullivan Chair in Cancer Prevention and Control Research in CRCH, funded by the late Maurice J. Sullivan. Myron “Pinky” Thompson Endowed Chair in JABSOM’s Native Hawaiian Center of Excellence, funded by the National Institutes of Health. Henry A. Walker, Jr., Chair of Business Enterprise in the Shidler College of Business, funded by the Amfac Foundation. Barry and Virginia Weinman Chair of Entrepreneurship and E-Business in the Shidler College of Business, funded by Barry and Virginia Weinman. Barry and Virginia Weinman Dean’s Chair in JABSOM, funded by Barry and Virginia Weinman. Gerrit Parmile Wilder Chair in Botany in College of Natural Science, established by the will of Lillian Kimball Wilder. Bob Y. K. Wong Visiting Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering in Engineering, funded by the late Bob Y. K. Wong. Dr. Alfred A. Yee Visiting Professorship in Civil and Environmental Engineering in the College of Engineering, funded by an anonymous donor.

Key to Abbreviations

CRCH—Cancer Research Center of Hawai‘i
CRDG—Curriculum Research & Development Group
CTAH—College of Tropical Agriculture and Human Resources
HCAC—Hawai‘i Center for Advanced Communications
HIGP—Hawai‘i Institute of Geophysics and Planetology
HMIB—Hawai‘i Institute of Marine Biology
HNEI—Hawai‘i Natural Energy Institute
HSFL—Hawai‘i Space Flight Laboratory
HSGCP—Hawai‘i Space Grant College Program
HURL—Hawai‘i Undersea Research Lab
IRC—Industrial Relations Center
IFA—Institute for Astronomy
IPRC—International Pacific Research Center
IRTF—Infrared Telescope Facility
JABSOM—John A. Burns School of Medicine
JIMAR—Joint Institute for Marine and Atmospheric Research
QDAS—Office of Faculty Development and Academic Support
PBRC—Pacific Biosciences Research Center
PMP—Pacific Mapping Program
SGCP—Sea Grant College Program
SHK—Hawai‘i‘inaukane School of Hawaiian Knowledge
SOEST—School of Ocean and Earth Science and Technology
SSRI—Social Science Research Institute
WRRC—Water Resources Research Center
ALLSOOP, Richard, Assistant Professor of Anatomoy, Biochemistry and Physiology; BS 1990, U of Waterloo (Canada); PhD 1996, McMaster U (Canada)

ALVAREZ, Anne M., Associate Professor of and Researcher in Plant and Environmental Protection Sciences, CTAHR; BS 1963, Stanford; MS 1966, PhD 1972, UC Berkeley

ALVARO, Shirley A., Instructor in Nursing, BS 1976, UH Mānoa; MEng 1979, Manchester, UK; MS 1982, Honolulu; PhD 1989, University of the Philippines; AM 1985, Hawaii, USA; PhD 1989, University of the Philippines


ANDAYA, Barbara J., Professor of Asian Studies; BA 1962, Sydney; MA 1968, Hawai‘i; PhD 1975, Cornell

ANDERSON, Amy C., Associate Professor of Architecture; BA 1973, Wellesley; MArch 1978, Columbia

ANDERSON, Kristen, Librarian in University Libraries; BS 1983, Montana; MMLS 1990, Hawai‘i

ANDERSON, Victoria B., Associate Professor of Linguistics; AB 1983, UC Berkeley; MA 1983, PhD 2000, UCLA

ANDRADE, Carlos L., Director and Associate Professor of Hawaiian Studies; BA 1989, UH Mānoa; Med 1993, Hawai‘i

ANDRADE, Maile, Associate Professor of Hawaiian Studies; BA 1989, UH Mānoa; MFA 1993, Hawai‘i

ANDRADE, Nalene N., Professor of Psychiatry; BA 1976, MD 1982, Hawai‘i

ANDRES, Maria-Louisa A., Associate Professor in PBRC; BA 1991, Mills College; PhD 1998, Hawai‘i

ANDRES, Lewis, Associate Professor of Art; BA 1968, UC Berkeley; MFA 1974, San Francisco Art Institute; MA 1981, MPhil 1983, PhD 1988, Columbia

ANTAL, Michael J., Jr., Coral Industries Professor of Renewable Energy Resources, HNE, AB 1969, Dartmouth; MS 1970, PhD 1973, Harvard

ANTOLINI, Denise E., Director of Environmental Law Program and Professor of Law; BA 1982, Princeton; MPP 1985, JD 1986, UC Berkeley; Regents’ Medal for Excellence in Teaching, 2006

ANTONELLI, Mary Ann, Professor of Medicine; BS 1966, Fordham U; MD 1970, SUNY-Syracuse

AOUEDE, Ibrahim G., Professor of Ethnic Studies; BBA 1974, Hawai‘i; MBA 1976, Cal State Los Angeles; PhD 1980, Hawai‘i

APAU, Noeland, Assistant Professor of Complementary and Alternative Medicine; AB 1974, UC Berkeley; MD 1980; MS 2005, Hawaii

ARAKAKI, Alton S., Junior Extension Agent in Tropical Plant and Environmental Protection Sciences, CTAHR; AB 1969; MS 2005, Hawai‘i

ARAKAI, Athson H., Junior Extension Agent in Tropical Plant and Soil Sciences, CTAHR, BS 1976, Hawai‘i

ARAKAI, Richard F., Professor of Medicine; BS 1976, MS 1979, MD 1982, JABSOM, Hawai‘i

ARANDA, Lucía A., Associate Professor of Spanish; BA 1981, MA 1985, PhD 1990, Universidad Complutense de Madrid

ARBOLEDA, Pia Cisnuostomo, Assistant Professor of Filipino; BS 1987, MA 1995, PhD 2004, De La Salle U (Philippines)

ARCHILLA, Adrian (Ricardo), Associate Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering; BS 1989, UNSI (Argentina); MSc 1993, U of Calgary; PhD 2000, UC Berkeley

ARDOLINO, Frank R., Professor of English; BS 1962, St. John’s; M 1964, NYU; PhD 1975, Riverside

ARRISTA, Noe V., Assistant Professor of History; BA 1994, MA 1998, Hawai‘i

ARMITAGE, James Kimo, Assistant Professor of Hawaiian Studies; MA 2007, PhD 2010, Hawai‘i

ARNO, Andrew R., Professor of Anthropology; BA 1965, JD 1969, Texas-Austin; PhD 1974, Harvard

ARNBERGER, Pam, Professor of Social Welfare; MSW 1974, PhD 1991, UC Berkeley

ARSLAN, Gurald, Associate Professor of Electrical Engineering; BS 1990, Istanbul Technical; MS 1996, Penn State; PhD 2001, Illinois Urbana-Champaign

ASATO, Noriko, Assistant Professor of Library and Information Science; ICS 1980, Rikkyo; MSEP 1991, MA 1993, Wisconsin; PhD 1998, Purdue

ASCUNCEN, Arizurila, Assistant Professor of Spanish; BA 1997, Duke; MA 2002, PhD 2007, Virginia

ASH, Kenneth M., Associate Professor of Pediatrics; BA 1970, MD 1974, Michigan

ASHRAF, Kazi K., Associate Professor of Architecture; BArch 1983, Bangladesh Engineering U; SMArch 1989, MIT; PhD 2002, Pennsylvania; Chancellor’s Citation for Meritorious Teaching, 2004

ASHWORTH, David E., Associate Professor of Japanese; BA 1964, George Washington; BA 1967, American; PhD 1972, Cornell

ASPIN, Colin, UH Telescope Manager and Specialist in IFA; BSc 1977, Leicester U (England); MSc 1978, Sussex U (England); PhD 1981, Glasgow U (Scotland)

ASQUITH, Adam, Associate Specialist in SGCP; BS 1984, MS 1986, Oregon; PhD 1990, Oregon

ATKINSON, Martin J., Professor of HIMB; BGS 1974, MS 1976, PhD 1981, Hawai‘i

ATKINSON, Robert E., Associate Professor of Surgery; BS 1973, MD 1977, Thomas Jefferson Medical College-Pennsylvania

AU, Whitlow W., Researcher in HIMB; BS 1962, MS 1964, PhD 1970, Washington State

AUMAN, Ann E., Professor of Journalism; BA 1978, Toronto; MA 1992, Hawai‘i; MBA 1987, Toronto; PhD 2004, Hawaii

AUNE, Kryssyna S., Interim Associate Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs and Professor of Speech; BS 1985, MS 1987, Illinois State; PhD 1992, Arizona; Regents’ Medal for Excellence in Teaching, 2003

AUNE, R. Kelly, Professor of Speech; BA 1982, MA 1984, U of Illinois-Springfield; PhD 1988, Arizona

AUNG-THWIN, Michael, Chair and Professor of Asian Studies; BA 1969, Doane College; MA 1971, Illinois Urbana-Champaign; PhD 1976, Michigan

ABRAMS, Andrew S., Associate Professor in CRCH; MS 1994, PhD 1997, U of Zurich, Switzerland

ABBAOKE, Roger W., Associate Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering and Associate Researcher in WRRC; BS 1987, UC Davis; MS 1989, Cal Poly SLO; PhD 1991, UCLA

BACHILEGA, Cristina, Professor of English; BA 1978, Rome (Italy); MA 1980, PhD 1983, SUNY-Binghamton; Regents’ Medal for Excellence in Teaching, 1991

BACHINI, Robert C., Undergraduate Coordinator for Shidler College of Business; BA 1979, Chaminade U; MS 1987, Cal State Los Angeles

BAEC, Kyoung, Assistant Professor of Information and Computer Science; BS 1994, MS 1996, Sogang U (Korea); PhD 2002, Colorado State

BAILEY-BROCK, Julie H., Professor of Biology; BS 1983, UC Davis; MS 1986, PhD 1990, Arizona

BAKER, Tammy Haili’opua, Instructor in Hawaiian Language; BA 1996, MFA 1999, Hawai‘i

BABCOCK, Mary, Assistant Professor of Art; BA 1985, Cornell; BFA 1996, Oregon; MFA 2002, Arizona; PhD 1988, Pennsylvania

BACCHILEGA, Cristina, Professor of English; BA 1978, Rome (Italy); MA 1980, PhD 1983, SUNY-Binghamton; Regents’ Medal for Excellence in Teaching, 1991

BACHINI, Robert C., Undergraduate Coordinator for Shidler College of Business; BA 1979, Chaminade U; MS 1987, Cal State Los Angeles

BAEC, Kyoung, Assistant Professor of Information and Computer Science; BS 1994, MS 1996, Sogang U (Korea); PhD 2002, Colorado State

BAILEY-BROCK, Julie H., Professor of Biology; BS 1983, UC Davis; MS 1986, PhD 1990, Arizona

BAKER, Tammy Haili’opua, Instructor in Hawaiian Language; BA 1996, MFA 1999, Hawai‘i

BABCOCK, Mary, Assistant Professor of Art; BA 1985, Cornell; BFA 1996, Oregon; MFA 2002, Arizona; PhD 1988, Pennsylvania

BACCHILEGA, Cristina, Professor of English; BA 1978, Rome (Italy); MA 1980, PhD 1983, SUNY-Binghamton; Regents’ Medal for Excellence in Teaching, 1991

BACHINI, Robert C., Undergraduate Coordinator for Shidler College of Business; BA 1979, Chaminade U; MS 1987, Cal State Los Angeles

BABCOCK, Mary, Assistant Professor of Art; BA 1985, Cornell; BFA 1996, Oregon; MFA 2002, Arizona; PhD 1988, Pennsylvania

BACCHILEGA, Cristina, Professor of English; BA 1978, Rome (Italy); MA 1980, PhD 1983, SUNY-Binghamton; Regents’ Medal for Excellence in Teaching, 1991

BACHINI, Robert C., Undergraduate Coordinator for Shidler College of Business; BA 1979, Chaminade U; MS 1987, Cal State Los Angeles
BARKAI, John L., Director of Clinical Law Program and Professor of Law; BBA 1967, MBA 1968, JD 1971, Michi-
gan; Regents' Medal for Excellence in Teaching, 2007
BARNES, Bruce E., Associate Professor of Matsumoto
BARNES, Gary M., Professor of Meteorology; BA 1974,
PhD 1980, Virginia
BARNES, Joshua E., Astronomy Graduate Chair and Astronomer in IFA; BA 1979, Harvard; PhD 1984, UC
Berkeley
BARNES, M. Ann, Assistant Professor of Special Educa-
tion; BA 1965, BYU; MEED 1995, Utah State; PhD 2001, Wisconsin
BARONI, Helen, Associate Professor of English; BA 1981, Grinnell; MDiv 1984, Princeton Theological Semi-
nary; MPhD 1990, PhD 1993, Columbia
BARTLETT, Andrea, Professor of Education; BA 1972,
New Hampshire; MA 1976, PhD 1983, Arizona State
BAUMAN, Kay A., Professor of Public Safety; BS 1965, MS
1965, Michigan; MPH 1967, Tulane; MD 1973, Michigan
BAUTISTA Lola Quan, Associate Professor of Pacific Island
BAXA, Gari V., Junior Specialist in Student Affairs; BA 1995, MEED 1998, Hawaii
BAYMAN, James M., Associate Professor of Anthropology; BA 1979, Miami; MA 1988, Northern Arizona; PhD 1994,
Arizona State
BAZELL, Tokiko Y., Librarian IV in University Libraries;
BA 1978, Tokyo Woman's Christian U (Japan); MA 1982, Southern Illinois U-Carbondale; MS 1994, Catholic U of America
BECKER, Janet M., Associate Professor of Geology and Geophysics; BA 1983, Carleton College; Caltech; PhD 1989, UC San Diego
BEH, Hazel G., Professor of Law; BA 1973, Arizona; MSW
BEILMAN, David W., Assistant Professor of Geography;
BSc 1996, MSc 2001, Alberta; PhD 2006, UCLA
BELL, Christina, Assistant Professor of Geriatric Medicine;
BA 1991, MD 1993, Hawaii
BELLO, Erlaine F., Assistant Professor of Medicine; AB
1977, MD 1981, Hawaii
BEMAN, J. Michael, Assistant Researcher in YIP, SOEST;
PhD 2006, Stanford
BENDER, Guido, Assistant Researcher in HNEI; BS 1994,
MS 1999, Dr-Ing 2005, Technical U of Stuttgart (Munich)
BENGAM, Manette K. P., Dean of Hawai`i Institute of Native Hawaiian Health; BA 1978, MA 1980, San Francisco State; EdD 1993, Hawai`i
BENHAM, Robert H., Assistant Specialist in Kinesiology
and Rehabilitation Science; Bed 1980, Hawai`i; MA 1986, PhD 2002, Michigan State
BENJAMIN, Thomas L., Assistant Specialist in Education;
BA 1973, Nebraska; MA 1986, Vanderbilt; PhD 2008, Hawai`i
BENTHAL, Shannon N., Associate Professor of Tropical Medicine, Medical Microbiology and Pharmacology; BS 1991, McGill U; PhD 1999, British Columbia
BENNITT, Shannon, Associate Professor of Russian;
BA 1962, Manhattenville College; MA 1967, PhD 1971, Princeton
BENTLEY, Jerry H., Professor of History; BA 1971, Ten-
essee; MA 1974, PhD 1976, Minnesota; Fujio Matsuda Fellow, 1985; Presidential Citation for Meritorious Teach-
ing, 1987
BERENBERG, Jeffrey L., Clinical Professor of CRCH and Chief of Medical Oncology; BA 1963, Special Student Program 1964, Harvard; MD 1968, Boston
Berg, Karleen F., Specialist in CRDG; Bed 1973, PD
1973, MEd 1980, PhD 1992, Hawai`i
BERGEN, Benjamin K., Associate Professor of Linguistics;
BA 1990, MA 1997, PhD 2001, Berkeley; Chancellor’s Citation for Meritorious Teaching, 2006
BERGO, Roh A., Junior Specialist in Travel Industry Man-
agement; BS 1999, U of Bergan; MS 2001, U of Amsterdam
BERKELMAN, Peter J., Assistant Professor of Mechani-
cal Engineering; BS 1992, MS 1992, MTT; PhD 1999, Carnegie Mellon
BERKET, Sue L., Librarian IV in University Libraries;
BA 1971, U of Malaya; MA 1977, Oregon; JD 1985, Wil-
laumeet; LLS 1987, Hawai`i
BERNASDI, Fabrizio, Junior Scientific Researcher in IFA;
BS 1995, U of Padova; PhD 2003, U of Ronnie-T Vergata
BERRY, Mary L., Assistant Professor of Cell and Molecular Biology; BS 1980, PhD 1986, UC Santa Barbara
BERTZ, Ned, Assistant Professor of History; BS 1994, MA 1998, PhD 2008, Iowa
BESS, H. David, Professor of Management and Industrial Relations; BS 1961, US Merchant Marine Academy; MBA 1964, PhD 1967, UCLA
BETHUNE, Kevin, Professor of Religion; BS 1991, Illinois;
PhD 2000, Montana
BETTENCOURT, Eomailani K., Assistant Specialist in
BETTENBENDER, Harry C., Professor of Specialist in Tropical Plant and Soil Science, CTAHR; BS 1972, Western Michigan; MS 1974, PhD 1977, Michigan State
BLACK, Rhonda S., Professor of Education; BS 1982, MA 1991, Utah: EdD 1996, Georgia; Regents' Medal for Excel-
ence in Teaching, 2006
BLAKE, C. Fred, Associate Professor of Anthropology; BA 1964, Hawai`i; MA 1966, Washington U; PhD 1975, Illinois
BLANCHARD, D. Caroline, Professor of Cell and Molecular Biology and Professor of Second Language Studies; BS 1961, Pomona College; MA 1964, PhD 1972, Washington
BLOOMER, Kristin C., Assistant Professor of Religion; BA 1989, Wesleyan; BA 1991, MA 1996, Cambridge; MFA
1993, Montana; MA 2000, PhD 2008, Chicago
BLUST, Robert A., Professor of Linguistics; BA 1967, MA 1968, PhD 1974, Hawai`i
BOHANIZER, Andrew, Assistant Extension Agent in SGC;
BS 1999, Pennsylvania; MA 2005, Washington
BOLAND, Mary G., Dean of School of Nursing and Dental Hygiene; BS 1975, Pennsylvania; MS 1978, Seton Hall; DrPH 2000, Columbia
BOLLER, Robert R., Assistant Professor of Speech; BA 1995, UC Santa Barbara; MA 1998; EdD 2005, U of San Francisco
BONHAM, Carla, Associate Professor of Economics; BA 1982, Tulane; PhD 1989, Texas; Hung Wo and Elizabeth Lau Ching Foundation Award for Faculty Service to the Community, 2007
BONTKEOE, Ronald, Associate Professor of Philosophy; BA 1977, Toronto; MA 1982, Queen's (Canada); PhD 1988,
Toronto
BOOTH, Charles D., Professor of Law; BA 1981, Yale; JD
1984, Harvard
BORIC-LUBECKE, Olga, Associate Professor of Electrical Engineering; BS 1985, U of Belgrade (Yugoslavia); MS 1989, California Institute of Technology; PhD 1995, UCLA
BORETHAKUR, Dulal, Professor of and Researcher in Medical Microbiology and Bioengineering; BS 1975, Assam Agric U (India); MS 1977, Punjab Agric U (India); PhD 1985, U of East Anglia (England)
BOWEN, Brian W., Associate Researcher in HMB; BS 1980, MS 1987, PhD 1992, Georgia
BOWEN, Richard L., Specialist in Natural Resources and Environmental Management, CTAHR; BS 1970, Nebraska Wesleyan; MA 1974, Syracuse; PhD 1982, Colorado State
BOYCE, Mary T., Assistant Professor of Maori; MA 1988,
PhD 1993, Cornell
BOYD, Nancy, Associate Dean of College of Arts and Humanities and Professor of Music; BA 1975, Cal State
Fresno, MA 1981, Hawai`i
BRENSIAD, Kim A., Assistant Professor of Information and Computer Sciences; BSc 1991, McGill U; PhD 1996, Edinburgh
BIRKELAND, Charles, Adjunct Associate Professor of Zoology; BS 1965, Illinois; MS 1968, PhD 1970, Washington
BIRKETT, Fred, Associate Specialist in CRDG; BA 1977,
Fordham U; EdM 1995, Harvard
BISHOP, Mary, Associate Professor of Music; MA 1986,
PhD 1991, Utah; ED 1996, Georgia; Regents’ Medal for Excel-
ence in Teaching, 2006
BLAKE, C. Fred, Associate Professor of Anthropology; BA 1964, Hawai`i; MA 1966, Washington U; PhD 1975, Illinois
BLANCHARD, D. Caroline, Professor of Cell and Molecular Biology and Professor of Second Language Studies; BS 1961, Pomona College; MA 1964, PhD 1972, Washington
BRENNER, Harek, Assistant Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering; BS 1982, Florida Institute of Technology; MS 1984, PhD 1982, Rhode Island
BRANDON, Paul R., Professor of Education, CRDG; BS 1970, Portland State; MA 1978, PhD 1983, Hawai‘i
BRATU, Kathy L., Professor of Public Health and Social Work; BS 1975, Michigan; MPH 1980, DrPH 1987, Hawai‘i; Regents’ Medal for Excellence in Teaching, 1998
BRAY-WARD, Patricia L., Associate Researcher in CRCH; BA Queen’s U (Canada); PhD 1988, George Washington U
BREX, Fabio, Fabio, Associate Astronomer in IFA; Laurea in Astronomia 1997, U di Padova (Italy); MS 1993, Alabama; PhD 1997, Arizona
BRESSAN, Alberto, Assistant Professor of Plant and Environmental Protection Sciences, CTAHR; MSc 2000, PhD 2007, Padova (Italy)
BREWBAKER, James L., Professor of and Researcher in Tropical Plant and Soil Sciences, CTAHR; BA 1948, Colorado State; PhD 1952, Cornell
BRIDGES, Kurt W., Professor of Botany; BS 1964, Minnesota; MS 1967, PhD 1972, Ohio State; Presidential Citation for Meritorious Teaching, 1997
BRIZZOLARA, Shavna, Assistant Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology; BS 1975, San Diego State; MD 1979, UC Davis
BROOKS, Benjamin, Associate Researcher in HIGP; BA 1991, UC Santa Cruz; PhD 1999, Cornell; Regents’ Medal for Excellence in Research, 2008
BROOKS, Patrick, Instructor in Nursing; BS 1984, California State Polytechnic; MS 1994 Aranza Pacific U
BROOKS, Mirella Vasquez, Assistant Professor of Nursing; BSN 1996, MSN 1998, PhD 2005, Hawai‘i
BURNS, Kimberly, Assistant Specialist in SRI; BBA 1996, Loyola U; MS 1997, PhD 2007, Hawai‘i
BUS, Schulie J. II, Associate Astronomer in IFA; BS 1979, California Institute of Technology; PhD 1999, MIT
BUS, Anne M., Professor of Art; BFA 1984, Arizona State; MFA 1989, Yale
BUSINGER, Steven, Professor of Meteorology; BS 1975, Washington; MS 1978, Colorado; PhD 1986, Washington
BUSQUET,ixe, Associate Researcher in HNEI; MS 1999, U of Pointers (France); PhD 2003, Mines Paris Tech (France)
BUSSE, Rayleen M., Assistant Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology; BA 1983, MD 1987, Hawai‘i
BUTLER, John E., Professor of Management and Harold and Sandy Norbork Foundation Chair of Entrepreneurship, Marketing, and Information Management; BS 1968, St. Francis College; MBA 1980, LaSalle U; M Phil 1982, PhD 1985, New York U
BUTLER, Marguerite A., Assistant Professor of Zoology; BS 1988, MS 1991, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute; PhD 1998, Washington U
BYRNE, Andrew J., Instructor in Special Education; MS 2001, McDaniel College; PhD 2005, New York U

C
CADMAN, Edwin C., Professor of Medicine; BA 1967, Stanford; MD 1971, Oregon
CALLAHAN, Sean M., Assistant Professor of Microbiology; AB 1988, Princeton; PhD 1999, MIT/Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
CALLIES, David L., Assistant Professor of Pathology; BS 1965, De Pauw; JD 1968, Michigan; LLM 1969, Nottinghamborough; Regents’ Medal for Excellence in Teaching, 2009
CAMBRA, Ronald E., Assistant Vice Chancellor for Undergraduate Education and Professor of Speech; BEd 1977; MEd 1979, Hawai‘i; PhD 1983, Minnesota; Presidential Citation for Meritorious Teaching, 1997; Frances Davis Award for Excellence in Undergraduate Teaching, 2000; Regents’ Medal for Excellence in Teaching, 2005
CHAI, William J., Assistant Professor of Chemistry; BS 2001,Pennsylvania State; PhD 2006, Harvard
CHAKRABARTI, Arindam, Professor of Philosophy; MA 1978, Calcutta (India); DPhil 1982, Oxford
CHAMBERLAIN, Peter, Professor of Art; BA 1973, MA 1976, SUNY-Albany; MFA 1975, SUNY-New Paltz
CHAMBERS, Kenneth C., Associate Astronomer in IFA; BA 1971, MS 1982, Colorado; MA 1985, PhD 1990, Johns Hopkins; Regents’ Medal for Excellence in Teaching, 1999
CHANG, Chun-Hsing, Assistant Professor of Medicine; BS 1996, Hong Kong U Medical School
CHANG, Gaye, Professor of Art; BFA 1979, Hawai‘i; MFA 1982, San Francisco Art Institute
CHANG-HALBRENDT, Catherine K., Chair and Professor of Natural Resources and Environmental Management, CTAHR; BS 1972, MS 1975, Southern Illinois; PhD 1986, U of Missouri-Columbia
CHANDLER, Jennifer, Assistant Professor of Marketing; BA 1996, UCLA; MBA 2001, Hawai‘i; PhD 2007, UC Irvine
CHANDLER, Paul M., Professor of Spanish; BA 1983, Indiana-Purdue; MAT 1985, PhD 1992, Indiana; Presidential Citation for Meritorious Teaching, 2001
CHANDLER, Susan M., Director of Social Sciences Public Policy Center and Professor of Public Administration; BS 1967, Cornell; MSW 1970, Hawai‘i; DSW 1976, UC Berkeley; Robert W. Clifton Award for Distinguished Community Service, 1989


CHANG, Erica Soonyong, Librarian III in University Libraries; BA 1985, Keiyung; MLS 1989, Hawai‘i

CHANG, Heali, Associate Specialist in PBRC; BS 1979, MPH 1981, Hawai‘i

CHANG, Nathan K. T., Junior Specialist in Social Work; BA 1973, MSW 1975, Hawai‘i

CHANG, Rosita, Professor of Finance; BA 1976, Mills College; MBA 1977, PD 1982, Pittsburgh

CHANG, Sandra P., Professor of Tropical Medicine, Medical Microbiology and Pharmacology, CTAHR; BS, 1973, MS 1977, Hawai‘i; PhD 1983, Oregon

CHANG, Williamson B. C., Professor of Law; AB 1972, Princeton; JD 1975, UC Berkeley

CHANTINY, Martha E., Librarian V in University Libraries; BA 1977, UH Hilo; MLS 1981, Hawai‘i

Chao, Beei-Huan, Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering; BS 1978, National Taiwan; MS 1983, PhD 1987, Northwestern; Regents’ Medal for Excellence in Teaching, 2002

CHAPAGAIN, Moti Lal, Assistant Researcher in Tropical Plant and Earth Sciences, CTAHR; BS 1974, Hawai‘i; MS 1976, MLIR 1982, PhD 1986, Johns Hopkins

CHAPMAN, Chauncey L., Professor of CRCH; BS 1980, UW; MS 1981, Hawai‘i

Chapman, William R., Professor of American Studies; BA 1971, Virginia; MS 1978, Columbia; PhD 1982, Oxford

CHAPPELL, David A., Associate Professor of History; BA 1968, Syracuse; MA 1971, Stanford; PhD 1991, Hawai‘i

CHARLOT, John P., Professor of Religion; BA 1962 Loyola; MA 1968, DTH, Munich

CHAVE, E. H., Associate Specialist in HURL; BA 1959, MA 1962, UC Berkeley; PhD 1971, Hawai‘i

CHEAH, Kheng-Tuan, Assistant Specialist in Tropical Plant and Soil Sciences, CTAHR; BS 1972, PhD 1976, Hawai‘i

CHEANG, Michael, Assistant Professor of Family Resources, CTAHR; BS 1990, MPH 1993, DrPH 1998, Hawai‘i; Chancellor’s Citation for Meritorious Teaching, 2002

CHEN, Gang, Junior Scientific Researcher in IFA; BS 1996, Nankai U; MS 1999, Peking U; PhD 2004, Kansas State

CHEN, Hong-Mei, Professor of Information Technology Management; BS 1984, Santa Clara U; MBA 1989, MA 1999, Hawai‘i

CHOE, Young Sik, Professor of Physics; BA 1988, Seoul National; PhD 1993, Indiana

CHONG, Clayton D. K., Associate Researcher in CTAHR; MD 1980, Hawai‘i; MPH 2008, Harvard

CHONG, Joan I., Assistant Extension Agent in Family and Consumer Sciences, CTAHR; BS 1985, Dayton; MA 1993, NY; MS 1998, Long Island

CHOW, Dominic, Associate Professor of Medicine; BA 1993, Brooklyn College; MD 1993, SUNY-Brooklyn; MPH 1998, Johns Hopkins

CHOW, Naokazu, Associate Professor in IFA; BS 1986, Carleton College; MILS 1989, Michigan Ann Arbor

CHRISTENSEN, Kevin P. A., Assistant Professor of Surgery; BS 1976, MD 1983, Texas Health Sciences Center-Dallas

CHRISTENSEN, Ross A., Librarian IV in University Libraries; BA 1979, MALS 1990, Hawai‘i

CHRISTOPHER, David A., Professor of and Researcher in Molecular Biosciences and Bioengineering, CTAHR; BS 1980, New Hampshire; MS 1984, Weizmann Institute of Science; PhD 1989, Arizona

CHURCH, Matthew, Assistant Professor of Geology and Environmental Management; BS 1974, Nanjing Medical College (China); MMSc 1990, MD 1993, Hawai‘i

CHU, Pao-Shin, Professor of Meteorology; BS 1970, Colgate College; MILS 1985, UC San Diego; MS 1988, PhD 1992, UC Davis

CHUNG, Sue Mei, Assistant Professor of Geriatric Medicine; BA 2000, MD 2004, Hawai‘i

CHURCH, Matthew, Assistant Professor of Oceanography; BS 1994, Evergreen State College; MS 1999, PhD 2003, William & Mary

CHYBA, Monica, Assistant Professor of Mathematics; BS 1989, Technicum of Geneva (Switzerland); MA 1993, PhD 1997, U of Geneva (Switzerland); Regents’ Medal for Excellence in Teaching, 2008

CLARIZA, M. Elena, Librarian II in University Libraries; BA 2002, UC Santa Cruz; MA 2007, MLS 2008, Hawai‘i

CLARK, Antony D., Researcher in Oceanography; BS 1967, Delaware; MS 1978, Portland State; PhD 1983, Washington

CLARKE, Felicia, Assistant Specialist in Student Affairs; BEd 1972, MEd 1976, Hawai‘i

CLAYPOOL, Keith H., Associate Professor of Psychology; BS 1979, Pacific University; MS 1984, PhD 1987, Wyoming

CLAYTON, Carolyn H., Assistant Professor of Asian Studies; BA 1998, Williams College; MA 1992, Stanford; PhD 2001, UC Santa Cruz

CLAYTON, Eric Reynolds, Assistant Professor of English; BS 1995, Central Missouri State; MA 1999, Southern Illinois University; MS 2007, Technical University

CLEARY, Michelle A., Associate Professor of Kinesiology and Rehabilitation Science; BS 1992, U of New Mexico; MA 1994, PhD 2001, Temple

COFFMAN, Makenaauhaunoa, Assistant Professor of Urban and Regional Planning; BA 2002, Stanford; MA 2004, PhD 2007, Hawai‘i

CODIER, Estelle, Assistant Professor of Nursing; BS 1979, American U of America; MS 1983, Catholic U of America

COHAN, Charles H., Professor of Art; BFA 1985, California College of Arts and Crafts; MFA 1988, Cranbrook

COHN, Joel R., Associate Professor of Japanese Literature; AB 1971, Cornell; AB 1975, Tokyo U of Foreign Studies; AM 1978, PhD 1984, Japan

COLE, Kathleen S., Associate Professor of Zoology; BS 1973, U of Western Ontario; MSc 1976, U of Guelph; PhD 1982, U of Alberta

COLEMAN, Paul, Specialist in IFA; BS 1977, Notre Dame; MS 1980, PhD 1985, Pittsburgh

COLLIER, Abby C., Assistant Professor of Tropical Medicine, Medical Microbiology and Pharmacology; BS 1998, PhD 2002, U of Auckland Medical School (New Zealand)

COWLIN, Marilyn A., Associate Specialist in Education; BBA 1966, BSEd 1972, MEd 1976, EdD 1980, Houston

COMCOWICH, Jerome M., Specialist in SOEST; BS 1982, Holy Cross College; MS 1985, SUNY-Albany; PhD 1989, Denver

CONANT, Sheila, Professor of Zoology; BA (Hons) 1966, MS 1968, Hawai‘i; MA 1972, PhD 1972, Oklahoma; Robert W. Clifton Award for Distinguished Community Service, 1985; Fuji Masuzada Scholar, 1990; Regents’ Medal for Excellence in Teaching, 1992

CONGER, Christopher, Assistant Extension Agent in SCGP; BS 2002, MS 2005, Hawai‘i

CONNOR, Alison W., Director of International Program and Professor of Law; BA 1967, Florida; MA 1970, PhD 1979, Cornell; JD 1973, Harvard; Chancellor’s Citation for Meritorious Teaching, 2002

CONRAD, Clinton P., Assistant Professor of Geology and Geophysics; BA 1994, UC Berkeley; PhD 2000, MIT

CONWAY, Danielle, Director of Hawai‘i’s Procurement Institute and Professor of Law; BS 1989, New York; JD 1992, Howard; LLM 1996 George Washington; Regents’ Medal for Excellence in Teaching, 2004

COOK, Bryan G., Professor of Special Education; BA 1990, MA 1997, UC Santa Barbara

COPP, Kathleen, Professor of Law and Environmental Management, CTAHR; BS 1989, Technicum of Geneva (Switzerland); MA 1993, PhD 1997, Hawai‘i

CRAIG, Henry L., Assistant Professor of Zoology; BS 1976, ETSU; MS 1979, PhD 1984, University of California"
HUANG, Alvin S., Associate Professor of and Associate Researcher in Human Nutrition, Food, and Animal Sciences, CTAHR; BS 1978, MS 1980, National Taiwan U; PhD 1985, Washington-Madison
HUANG, Thomas T. Jr., Associate Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology; BA 1973, Swarthmore; PhD 1980, UC San Francisco

HUANG, Wei (Victor), Associate Professor of Finance; BA 1987, Nanjing U (China); MA 1994, Asian Institute of Management (Philippines); MA 1997, Georgia State U; PhD 2001, Georgia Institute of Technology
HUARD, Ruth Duran, Assistant Professor of Communications; BA 1991, Claremont McKenna College, PhD 1998, Stanford
HUBBARD, Amy S. E., Associate Professor of Speech; BBA 1989, MA 1991, Hawai'i; PhD 1996, Arizona; Regents' Medal for Excellence in Teaching, 2002
HUDDSON, Thomas D., Professor of Second Language Studies; BS 1971, UC Berkeley; MA 1978, PhD 1989, UCLA
HUE, Nguyen V., Professor of and Soil Scientist in Tropical Plant and Soil Sciences, CTAHR; BS 1972, Saigon; MS 1976, PhD 1981, Auburn
HUEBERT, Barry J., Professor of Oceanography; BA 1967, Occidental; MS 1968, PhD 1970, Northwestern
HUEY, Robert N., Director of Center for Japanese Studies and Professor of Japanese Literature; BA 1975, Puget Sound; MA 1979, MA 1980, PhD 1985, Stanford
HUL, George S., Researcher in Tropical Medicine, Medical Microbiology and Pharmacology; BA 1982, PhD 1986, Hawai'i
HUMPHEREYS, Tom D. II, Professor of Cell and Molecular Biology and Researcher in PBRC; BS 1958, PhD 1962, Chicago
HUNLEY, Alan J., Assistant Specialist in Outreach College; BA 1985, MFA 1990, Hawai'i
HUNT, Terry L., Professor of Anthropology; BA 1977, MA 1980, PhD 1986, Stanford
HUNTER, Cynthia L., Director of BS Marine Biology and Marine Options Programs and Associate Professor of Biology; BS 1975, Cal State Long Beach; MS 1980, U of South Florida; PhD 1983, Hawai'i
HUNTER, David A., Assistant Professor of Finance; BS 1993, Brigham Young U; MS 1996, New York U; PhD 2008, Maryland
HUNTLEY, Mark E., Researcher in SOEST; BS 1976, Boise State; MS 1980, U of Colorado-Boulder; PhD 1984, Hawai'i
HUNLEY, Alan J., Assistant Specialist in Outreach College; BA 1985, MFA 1990, Hawai'i
HUANG, Wei (Victor), Associate Professor of Finance; BA 1987, Nanjing U (China); MA 1994, Asian Institute of Management (Philippines); MA 1997, Georgia State U; PhD 2001, Georgia Institute of Technology
HUART, Ruth Duran, Assistant Professor of Communications; BA 1991, Claremont McKenna College, PhD 1998, Stanford
HUBBARD, Amy S. E., Associate Professor of Speech; BBA 1989, MA 1991, Hawai'i; PhD 1996, Arizona; Regents' Medal for Excellence in Teaching, 2002
HUDDSON, Thomas D., Professor of Second Language Studies; BS 1971, UC Berkeley; MA 1978, PhD 1989, UCLA
HUE, Nguyen V., Professor of and Soil Scientist in Tropical Plant and Soil Sciences, CTAHR; BS 1972, Saigon; MS 1976, PhD 1981, Auburn
HUEBERT, Barry J., Professor of Oceanography; BA 1967, Occidental; MS 1968, PhD 1970, Northwestern
HUEY, Robert N., Director of Center for Japanese Studies and Professor of Japanese Literature; BA 1975, Puget Sound; MA 1979, MA 1980, PhD 1985, Stanford
HUL, George S., Researcher in Tropical Medicine, Medical Microbiology and Pharmacology; BA 1982, PhD 1986, Hawai'i
HUMPHEREYS, Tom D. II, Professor of Cell and Molecular Biology and Researcher in PBRC; BS 1958, PhD 1962, Chicago
HUNLEY, Alan J., Assistant Specialist in Outreach College; BA 1985, MFA 1990, Hawai'i
HUNT, Terry L., Professor of Anthropology; BA 1977, MA 1980, PhD 1986, Stanford
HUNTER, Cynthia L., Director of BS Marine Biology and Marine Options Programs and Associate Professor of Biology; BS 1975, Cal State Long Beach; MS 1980, U of South Florida; PhD 1983, Hawai'i
HUNTER, David A., Assistant Professor of Finance; BS 1993, Brigham Young U; MS 1996, New York U; PhD 2008, Maryland
HUNTLEY, Mark E., Researcher in SOEST; BS 1976, Boise State; MS 1980, U of Colorado-Boulder; PhD 1984, Hawai'i
HUNLEY, Alan J., Assistant Specialist in Outreach College; BA 1985, MFA 1990, Hawai'i
HUANG, Wei (Victor), Associate Professor of Finance; BA 1987, Nanjing U (China); MA 1994, Asian Institute of Management (Philippines); MA 1997, Georgia State U; PhD 2001, Georgia Institute of Technology
HUART, Ruth Duran, Assistant Professor of Communications; BA 1991, Claremont McKenna College, PhD 1998, Stanford
HUBBARD, Amy S. E., Associate Professor of Speech; BBA 1989, MA 1991, Hawai'i; PhD 1996, Arizona; Regents' Medal for Excellence in Teaching, 2002
HUDDSON, Thomas D., Professor of Second Language Studies; BS 1971, UC Berkeley; MA 1978, PhD 1989, UCLA
HUE, Nguyen V., Professor of and Soil Scientist in Tropical Plant and Soil Sciences, CTAHR; BS 1972, Saigon; MS 1976, PhD 1981, Auburn
HUEBERT, Barry J., Professor of Oceanography; BA 1967, Occidental; MS 1968, PhD 1970, Northwestern
HUEY, Robert N., Director of Center for Japanese Studies and Professor of Japanese Literature; BA 1975, Puget Sound; MA 1979, MA 1980, PhD 1985, Stanford
HUL, George S., Researcher in Tropical Medicine, Medical Microbiology and Pharmacology; BA 1982, PhD 1986, Hawai'i
HUMPHEREYS, Tom D. II, Professor of Cell and Molecular Biology and Researcher in PBRC; BS 1958, PhD 1962, Chicago
HUNLEY, Alan J., Assistant Specialist in Outreach College; BA 1985, MFA 1990, Hawai'i
HUNT, Terry L., Professor of Anthropology; BA 1977, MA 1980, PhD 1986, Stanford
HUNTER, Cynthia L., Director of BS Marine Biology and Marine Options Programs and Associate Professor of Biology; BS 1975, Cal State Long Beach; MS 1980, U of South Florida; PhD 1983, Hawai'i
HUNTER, David A., Assistant Professor of Finance; BS 1993, Brigham Young U; MS 1996, New York U; PhD 2008, Maryland
HUNTLEY, Mark E., Researcher in SOEST; BS 1976, Victoria (Canada); PhD 1980, Dalhousie (Canada)
HURST, Teresa, Substance Abuse Treatment Program Monitor in Social Work; BA 2000, Fort Lewis College; MS 2005, Hawai'i
HURWITZ, Eric L., Associate Professor of Public Health; AB 1985, UC Berkeley; DC 1988, Los Angeles College of Chiropractic; MS 1991, PhD 1995, UCLA
HUSZ, Gary, Researcher in HHP; BA 1976, Rice; MS 1979, New Mexico; PhD 1987, Minnesota
HUSZ, Jacob M., Instructor in French; MA 1987; Certificat de Stage, CIDEEF (Angers) 1992, 1993, 1995; BA 1984, Hawai'i
HWANG, Joyce H., Assistant Professor of Travel Industry Management; BS 1994, Hawai'i; MA 1996, Hawai'i
IWASHITA, Cathryn S., Junior Specialist in Arts and Humanities; BA 1991, Pomona; MD 1998, Hawai'i
IWAISHI, Louise K., Assistant Professor of Pediatrics; BA 1973, Pomona; MD 1978, Hawai'i
IWASHITA, Cathryn S., Junior Specialist in Arts and Humanities; BA 1991, Pomona; MD 1998, Hawai'i
IWAISHI, Louise K., Assistant Professor of Pediatrics; BA 1973, Pomona; MD 1978, Hawai'i
IWASHITA, Cathryn S., Junior Specialist in Arts and Humanities; BA 1991, Pomona; MD 1998, Hawai'i
IWAISHI, Louise K., Assistant Professor of Pediatrics; BA 1973, Pomona; MD 1978, Hawai'i
IWASHITA, Cathryn S., Junior Specialist in Arts and Humanities; BA 1991, Pomona; MD 1998, Hawai'i
IWAISHI, Louise K., Assistant Professor of Pediatrics; BA 1973, Pomona; MD 1978, Hawai'i
IWASHITA, Cathryn S., Junior Specialist in Arts and Humanities; BA 1991, Pomona; MD 1998, Hawai'i
K

KAHALA, R. Pi'ilani H., Assistant Specialist in Hawaiian Studies; BA 1996, MEd 2000, Hawai'i

KAHOA, Crystella T., Librarian in Law Library; BA 1965, MA 1970, Hawai'i; AS 1982, Kapi'olani Community College

KAHAINA, Michiko Seki, Junior Specialist in Outreach; BA 1988, Rikkyo U (Japan); MA 2003, Australian National U

KAJJINA-LOU, Krisy K., Librarian II in University Libraries; BA 1995, MLISC 2002, MA 2005, Hawai'i

KAMANN, Mikol osek, Junior Specialist in Outreach College; BA 1988, Rikkyo U (Japan); MA 1991, Hawai'i

KAIA שבו, כ. Manu, Instructor in Accounting and Hawaiiana Studies and Director of Kauaie, 1998, BBA 1982, MAcc 1988, Hawai'i; Presidential Citation for Meritorious Teaching, 1999

KAISER, Nicholas, Associate Director of National Telescope Projects and Astronomer in IFA; BSc 1978, Leeds; MS 1979, PhD 1982, Cambridge

KAISER, Ralf I., Professor of Chemistry; Diploma Chemistry 1979, PhD 1982, Cambridge

KAJEO, Harold H., Professor of Journalism; BA 1971, Hawai'i; MA 1972, Missouri

KALD, Alan R., Professor of Public Health; BA 1976, UC San Diego; MD 1980, UC Irvine; MPH 1987, UC San Diego; Regents' Medal for Excellence in Research, 1993

KALMAN, Andrew J., Associate Landscape Specialist in Tropical Plant and Soil Sciences, CTABHR; BA 1992, MLA Arizona; MS 2000, Iowa State; PhD 2003, Washington State

KALFUSI, Pakeli H., Junior Researcher in Tropical Medicine, Medical Microbiology and Pharmacology; BA 1990, USF (Fl/West Samoa); MS 1997, PhD 2005, Hawai'i

KALUA, Puulani, Instructor in Hawaiian Studies; BA 2003, MA 2005, Hawai'i

KALUA, Crystella T., Librarian in Law Library; BA 1965, MLS 1970, Hawai'i; AS 1982, Kupu ola Community College

KALUIKUI, K., Malina, Assistant Specialist in Psychiatry; BA 1966, Oregon; MSW 1981, Portland

KAY, Alecandra, Associate Professor of Electrical Engineering; Dipl. Ing 1993, (Germany); PhD 1998, Pennsylvania

KAWABATA, Anna, Assistant Researcher in PBRC; BA 1976, MA 1977, Hawai'i

KAWAKAMI, Alice J., Associate Professor in Dental Hygiene; BA 1987, MSW 1982, Hawai'i

KAWAMOTO, Kevin, Associate Professor of Journalism; BA 1987, MA 1992, Hawai'i; MSw 2006, PhD 1997, Washington

KAWAMOTO, Kris, Instructor in Anatomy, Biochemistry and Physiology; BS 2002, BA 2002, U of Pacific; MS 2007, Hawai'i

KAWAMURA, Laura Jean Y., Assistant Extension Agent in Family and Consumer Sciences, CTABHR; BS 1979, Oregon State; MPH 1980, Hawai'i

KAWASUMI, Miyu, Junior Researcher in Anatom, Biochemistry and Physiology; BA 2002, MD 2004, PhD 2007, Kinko U (Japan)

KAWATE, Michael K., Specialist in CTABHR; BS 1979, MS 1973, Hawai'i; PhD 1987, Oregon State

KAWELD, Karen M., Instructor of Obstetrics and Gynecology; BA 2000, MD 2004, Hawai'i

KAYA, broccoli, Associate Professor of Paediatrics; BS 1990, MD 1994, Hawai'i


KEAWE, Li Onell M. A., Assistant Professor of Hawaiian Studies; BA 1996, MA 1999, PhD 2008, Hawai'i

KEELY, Sterling C., Professor of Botany; AB 1970, Stanford; MS 1973, San Diego State; PhD 1977, Georgia; Regents' Medal for Excellence in Teaching, 1996

KEIL, Klaus, Planetary Scientist in HPS; MS 1958, Friedrich-Schiller, Jena (Germany); PhD 1961, Johannes-Gutenberg, Mainz (Germany)

KELLER, Thomas A., Associate Professor of Communication; BA 1993, Flaggger College; MA 1996, PhD 1999, Florida

KELLER, stefan; Associate Professor of Public Health; BA 1987, MA 1991, PhD 1998, Philippus U (Germany)

KELLET, Carol Y. S., Librarian II in University Libraries; BA 1991, MLIS 1992, Hawai'i

KELEY, Christopher D., Associate Professor of Oceanography and Associate Specialist in HURL; BS 1977, Marietta; MS 1985, PhD 1995, Hawai'i

KELEY, Hiroshi U., Instructor in Japanese; BA 1990, Wasada (Japan); MA 1998, Hawai'i

KELLEY, Liam C., Associate Professor of History; BA 1989, Dartmouth; MA 1996, PhD 2001, Hawai'i


KELLY, Kevin M., Assistant Specialist in SOEST; BS 1982, Texas-Austin; MS 1988, Hawai'i, MBA 1998, Portland State

KEMP, Paul F., Specialist in CMORE Oceanography; BA and BS 1976, Washington; MS 1979, PhD 1985, Oregon State

KENNEDY, Anne, Assistant Professor of English; BMus 1979, MA 2007, Victoria U

KENNEY, Christopher J., Junior Faculty in Physics and Astronomy; BS 1982, Duke; MS 1984, PhD 1989, William and Mary

KENT, George, Professor of Political Science; BEE 1960, Remsale; MA 1961, Boston; PhD 1965, Illinois

KENT, Joel J., Professor of Ethnic Studies; BA 1965, Wisconsin; MA 1967, PhD 1979, Hawai'i

KESSEL, Bruce, Associate Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology; BS 1975, Oberlin; MD 1979, Cincinnati

KESLER, Crissy L., Assistant Professor of Education; AA 1991, BS 1993, MEd 1998, Maryland; EdD 2003, Delaware

KEWLEY, Lisa, Assistant Astronomer in IFA; BS 1995, U of Adelaide; PhD 2002, Australian National U

KEYSER, Harold H., Professor of Soil Science; BS 1970, MSc, 1974, PhD 1978, UC Davis

KHAN, Uzma Adam, Assistant Professor of English; BA 1991, Hobart and William Smith Colleges; MFA 1994, Arizona

KHANAL, Samir, Assistant Professor of Molecular Biosciences and Bioengineering, CTABHR; BS 1993, Malaviya National Institute of Technology; MS 1997, Indian Inst. of Technology; PhD 2002, Hong Kong U of Science and Technology

KICKER, Darrell, International Exchange Coordinator and Junior Specialist in International and Exchange Programs; BA 1982, Alabama; MEd 1990, Ohio
Lee, P. Gregory, Assistant Professor of Linguistics; Ab 1993, MA 1997, Hawai'i

Lee, Mary D., Junior Specialist in Arts and Sciences; BA 2000, Stanford U (Korea); MA 1988, Wisconsin-Madison; PhD 1992, Hawai'i

Lee, Hye-ryeon, Interim Associate Dean of Arts and Humanities; BA 1985, National Sun Yat-Sen U (Taiwan); MS 1986, MA 1988, Michigan State; PhD 2006, Hawai'i

Lee, Dong Jae, Associate Professor of Korean; BA 1958, Hankuk (Korea); MA 1963, PhD 1992, Hawai'i

Lee, Sang Hyop, Associate Professor of Economics; BA 1986, MA 1988, Seoul National U (Korea); PhD 1998 Michigan State

Lee, Tae E., Assistant Professor of Psychiatry; BA 1983, MD 1977, Minnesota

Lee, Yean-Ju, Associate Professor of Sociology; BS 1978, MA 1993, PhD 2000, Hawai'i

Lee, Terry, Assistant Specialist in Information and Computer Sciences; BA 1976, MA 1978, Hawai'i

Lee, L., Assistant Professor of Psychology; BA 1996, Yale

Lee, Dale W., Chief Operating Officer and Senior Advisor; AB 1965, Harvard; PhD 1966, UC Berkeley

Lee, Byong Won, Professor of Music; BA 1964, Seoul National U (Korea); MA 1988, PhD 1998, Michigan State

Lee, Mary D., Junior Specialist in Arts and Sciences; BA 2000, Stanford U (Korea); MA 1988, Wisconsin-Madison; MA 1992, PhD 2002, Hawai'i

Lee, Gerald K. H., Assistant Specialist in Information and Technology; BA 1998, MD 2001, Hawai'i

Lee, Ying-chu, Associate Professor of Chinese; BA 1959, Tsinghua (China); MA 1964, PhD 1970, Michigan

Lee, Yung, Assistant Professor of Human Nutrition, Food and Animal Sciences, CTAHR; BS 1994, MS 1997, China; PhD 2004, MA 2005, Missouri
MA

MA. Tianwei David, Assistant Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering; BS 1991, Shanghai Jiao Tong; US 1999, MS 2000, PhD 2003, UC Santa Barbara

MAAKA, Margaret J., Associate Professor of Education; BEd 1976, MEd 1978; Waikato (New Zealand); PhD 1992, Hawai‘i; Presidential Citation for Meritorious Teaching, 1996; Regents’ Medal for Excellence in Teaching, 1998

MABANGLO, Ruth E. S., Professor of Philippine Literature; BEd 1969, MEd 1980, PhD 1985 Manuel L. Quezon U; Presidential Citation for Meritorious Teaching, 1996

MACCHIARULO, Luca, Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering; MS 1995, PhD 1999, Politecnico di Torino (Italy)

MACHI, Junji, Professor of Surgery; MS 1982, Illinois; MD 1977, Juntendo (Japan); PhD 1984, Illinois; PhD 1989, Kurume (Japan)

MACK, Randall J. Assistant Professor of Pathology; BS 1982, Oregon; MD 1987, West Indies

MACKENZIE, Fred T., Professor of Oceanography; BS 1955, Upala College; MS 1959, PhD 1962, Lehigh; Regents’ Medal for Excellence in Research, 1991; Presidential Citation for Meritorious Teaching, 1993; Regents’ Medal for Excellence in Teaching, 1994

MACKENZIE, Melody Kapilalobha, Director of Kalihi Ao Center for Excellence in Native Hawaiian Law and Assistant Professor of Law; BA 1970, Bolo; JD 1976, Hawai‘i

MACKSAM, Scott A., Assistant Professor of Military Science; BA 1993, Cincinnati

MACMILLAN, Michael E., Junior Specialist in College Opportunities Program/Manawa Kūpono; BA 1971, Lake Forest; MA 1978, PhD 1984, Chicago

MADE, John M., Professor of Physics; BS 1965, MIT; PhD 1970, Stanford

MAEDA, Julienne K., Associate Professor of Kinesiology and Rehabilitation Science; BA 1982, Puger Sound; MS 1993, Indiana U; PhD 1999, Ohio State

MAGDALENA, Federico V., Assistant Specialist in Center for Philippine Studies; BS 1969, Mindanao State U (Philippines); MA 1971, U of Philadelphia; PhD 1977, Hawai‘i

MAGLAYA, Michael, Director of and Assistant Specialist in College Opportunities Program/Manawa Kūpono; BA 1984, MSW 1986, Washington

MAGNIER, Eugene, Assistant Astronomer in IFA; BS 1989, PhD 1993, MIT

MANNUSSEN, Leif, Professor of Nursing; BS 1963, MS 1964, Loma Linda; EdD 1990, Hawai‘i; Chancellor’s Citation for Meritorious Teaching, 2009

MAHILUM, Paulita, Assistant Extension Agent in CTAHR, BS 1958, Central Mindanao (Philippines); MS 1968, EdD 1971, Oklahoma State

MAHONEY, John J., Professor of Geology and Geophysics; BA 1975, Colorado; PhD 1984, Scripps Institute of Oceanography; Regents’ Medal for Excellence in Research, 1995

MAIS, Eric L., Professor of Finance; BS 1982, MBA 1983, Arizona State; PhD 1988, South Carolina

MAGNO, Megumi I., Director of and Assistant Specialist in Mānoa Advising Center; BA 1990, Hawai‘i, 2002, Hawaii

MALATE, Agnes R., Junior Specialist in Student Equity, Excellence & Diversity; BA 1985, MEd 1997, Hawai‘i

MALECHKA, Spencer R., Professor and Researcher in Human Nutrition, Food, and Animal Sciences, CTAHR; BS 1965, Loyola U; MS 1971, Hawai‘i; Regents’ Medal for Excellence in Teaching, 1991

MAMACLAY, Blinda, Instructor in Nursing; BS 1986, MS 1994, Hawai‘i

MAMIYA, Jun, Assistant Professor of Education, Biochemistry and Physiology; BS 1980, Osaka (Japan); MS 1982, PhD 1987, Tokyo

MARK, Debra, Assistant Professor of Nursing; BS 1981, North Carolina; PhD 1985, Texas-Austin; Regents’ Medal for Excellence in Teaching, 1994

MARTINEZ, Fernando, Associate Researcher in HIGP; BS 1981, City College of New York; MA 1984, PhD 1988, Columbia

MARTINI, Mary J., Professor of Family Resources; BA 1971, Lake Forest; MA 1978, PhD 1984, Chicago

MASAKI, Kamal H., Professor of Geriatric Medicine; BA 1955, 5-yr Certificate 1956, Hawai‘i, MA 1978, Chapman College

MASCAREÑA, Katriana, Professor of Philippine Literature; BA 1989, MA 1992, Bombay

MASCAREÑA, Gertrud, Associate Researcher in CRCH; MPH 1989, Hawai‘i; MS 1979, Albert Ludwig-uni-Freiburg (Germany); PhD 1996, Hawai‘i

MASCAREÑA, Gregorio, Assistant Professor of Family Medicine and Community Health; BA 1974, Reed; MA 1986, PhD 1990, Hawai‘i

MASON, Andrew, Professor of Economics; BA 1969, George Washington; PhD 1975, Michigan

MASON, Thomas R., Assistant Extension Agent in Family and Consumer Sciences, CTAHR; BS 1994, Colorado-Boulder; MA 2002, Virginia

MATSUNAGA, Karen A., Instructor in Japanese; BA 1990, MA 1992, Hawai‘i

MATSUO, Diane M., Associate Professor of Family Resources; BS 1980, Hawai‘i; MS 1972, Purdue; PhD 1986, Oregon State; Presidential Citation for Meritorious Teaching, 1997

MATSUTANI, Stephen M., Researcher in HNEI; BA 1977, Hawai‘i; MS 1980, PhD 1985, Stanford

MATAIRA, Peter, Assistant Professor of Social Work; MPH 1988, PhD 2000, Massey U (New Zealand)

MATAYOSHI, Ronald, Assistant Specialist in Social Work; BS 1976, Hawai‘i; MSW 1978, UC Berkeley
MATTIES, Barbara, Assistant Specialist in Nursing and Dental Hygiene; BS 1963, UCLA; MS 1977, Hawai‘i

MATSUDA, Jennifer C., Associate Specialist in Student Athlete Academic Services; BFA 1982, MFA 1987, Hawai‘i

MATSUDA, Jun M., Junior Specialist in Outreach College; BBA 1994, MBA 1999, Hawai‘i

MATSUDA, Mari J., Professor of Law; BA 1975, Arizona State; JD 1980, Hawai‘i; LLM 1983, Harvard

MATSUMO, Shigenobu, Associate Researcher in Physics and Astronomy; BS 1976, U of Nagoya (Japan); MS 1978, U of Kobe; PhD 1982, Tokyo

MATSUOKA, Frances T., Associate Professor in Education; BEd 1969, MEd 1970, Hawai‘i

MATSUYAMA, Kristie, Instructor in Nursing; BS 2001, MS 2005, Hawai‘i

MATSUZAKI, Carrie L., Associate Specialist in Social Sciences Public Policy Center; BS 1970, Wright State; MA 1980, Hawai‘i; Presidential Citation for Meritorious Teaching, 1999

MAYNARD, Ashley E., Associate Professor of Psychology; BA 1994, Virginia; MA 1996, PhD 1999, UCLA

MAYNARD, Elizabeth Kumah, Assistant Extension Agent in SGCP; BS 1980, Western Washington; MEd 1991, Hawai‘i

MEANDREWS, Kristin M., Associate Professor of English; BA 1985, MA 1988, PhD 1996, Hawai‘i

MCCARTIN, Richard T., Assistant Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology; BS 1992, Boston College; MD 1998, St. George’s

MCCLAIN, David, President Emeritus and Professor of Design in SGCP; Diploma in Economics 1986, PhD 1990, U of Delhi (India); MS 1989, MS 2005, Hawai‘i

MEDER, Stephen E., Associate Professor of Architecture and Director of Center for Smart Building and Community Design in SGC; BFA 1992, MArch 1995, Tokyo 2000, Hawai‘i; Hung Wo and Elizabeth Lau Ching Foundation Award for Faculty Service to the Community, 2008

MENDEZ, Cheryl A., Junior Specialist in Social Sciences Public Policy Center; BEd 2000, MS 2002, Hawai‘i

MIDABAYA, Jonathan, Associate Professor of Engineering; BS 1998, Oregon; MS 2003, North Carolina State; PhD 2006, Michigan

MINATODANI, Dore, Librarian III in University Libraries; BA 1987, MS 1990, Hawai‘i

MINERBI, Luciano, Professor of Urban and Regional Planning and Design; Dorr Arch 1966, Polytech Un Mîl, MUP 1969, Washington

MING, Li-Chung, Geophysicist in HIGP; BS 1967, National Taiwan U; MS 1971, PhD 1974, Rochester

MINIGLIA, Steven M., Assistant Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology; BA 1995, MD 1999, Chicago

MINTON, Nalani B., Assistant Specialist in Nursing; BS 1975, Maryland; MA 1979, Antioch U

MISAWA, Anne, Assistant Professor of Academy for Creative Media; BA 1989, Hawai‘i; MA 1992, New York U; MFA 1999, USC

MISAWA, Minsuru, Professor of Financial Economics and Institutions; LLB 1980, Tokyo; LLM 1984, Tokyo

MITSUNAGA, Richarda P. K., Academic Advisor for Extramural Programming and Professor of Nursing and Geriatric Medicine; BA 1992, Oregon; MSN 2005, MBA 2005, Hawai‘i

MIURA, Tomoaki, Assistant Professor of Natural Resources and Environmental Management; BS 1975, Tongji U (China); MArch 1985, PhD 2000, Hawai‘i

MIYAMOTO, Camaron, Junior Specialist in Outreach College; BS 1993, Tongji U; MArch 1997, Hawai‘i

MIYASAKA, Susan C., Professor of and Agronomist in IFA; BSc 1968, MSc 1969, PhD 1973, Toronto; Robert W. Clpton Award for Distinguished Community Service, 1992

MILNER, Neal A., Professor of Political Science; BA 1963, MA 1965, PhD 1968, Wisconsin

MILLS, Crystal, Professor of Social Work; BS 1977, MSW 1980, MA 1981, PhD 1984, Akron

MILLS, Richard L., Professor of Art; BFA 1980, Ohio State; MFA 1986, Hawai‘i

MINERBI, Luciano, Professor of Urban and Regional Planning and Design; Dorr Arch 1966, Polytech Un Mîl, MUP 1969, Washington

MINING, Li-Chung, Geophysicist in HIGP; BS 1967, National Taiwan U; MS 1971, Ph.D 1974, Rochester

MINNE, Karl A., Associate Professor of Psychology; BS 1963, Arizona State; PhD 1985, San Francisco

MINUTO, Daniel J., Professor of Psychology; BS 1976, Denison U; MA 1978, CSU"
MUELLER, Charles W., Professor of Psychology; BA 1974, MD 1984, Hawai‘i
MOEZ, Cagor, Specialist in PBRC; MS 1978, PhD 1980, Erevos U of Science Budapest (Hungary)
MOFFETT, Joel, Assistant Professor of Academy for Creative Media; BA 1988, Chapman U; MFA 1993, Humboldt State; MFA 1997, American Film Institute
MOHAMMED, G. Salim, Librarian III in University Libraries; BCom 1985, Bangalore U (India); BA 1990, St. Olaf College; MBA 1993, Mainz Orono; MSc 2005, MILIS 2006, Wisconsin-Madison
MOHR, Michel, Assistant Professor of Religion; Licence ès Lettres 1982, PhD 1992, U of Geneva
MOISYAD, Stefan, Assistant Professor of Anatomy, Biochemistry and Physiology; BSc 1978, Portsmouth Polytechnic (England); PhD 1985, Hawai‘i
MOKUJAU, Norren, Professor of Social Work; BA 1975, MSW 1977, Hawai‘i; DSW 1982, UCLA; Presidential Citation for Meritorious Teaching, 1994, Regent’s Medal for Excellence in Teaching, 1997; Hung Ww and Elizabeth Lau Ching Foundation Award for Faculty Service to the Community, 2001
MONIZ, Jeffrey A. S., Associate Professor of Education; BA 1992, MAT 1992, Beloit College; MA 2002, PhD 2006, UC Santa Barbara
MONTGOMERY, Tamara R., Professor, of Theater; BA 1966, MA 1967, Arizona State; PhD 1975, USC
MOODY, Marc, Associate Professor of Communication; BA 1983, Arkansas; MFA 1992, Ohio
MONIZ, Jeffrey A. S., Associate Professor of Education; BA 1992, Beloit; MA 2002, PhD 2002, UC Santa Barbara
MOORE, Gregory F., Professor of Geology and Geophysics; BA 1973, UC Santa Barbara; MA 1974, Johns Hopkins; PhD 1977, Cornell
MOORE, Robert M., Researcher in HNEI; BS 1959, MS 1962, PhD 1966, George Washington
MORALES, Rodney E., Associate Professor of English; BA 1973, UC Santa Barbara; MA 1974, Johns Hopkins; PhD 1977, Cornell
MORTON, Kathleen K., Lecturer in Medical Technology; BA 1965, Pennsylvania State; PhD 1975, Indiana
MOWELL, Peter, Professor of Oceanography; Diploma-Phys 1970, Dr rer nat 1974, Hamburg (Germany)
MURALI, Daniel T., Associate Professor of Pediatrics; BA 1972, Hawai‘i; MD 1976, UCLA
MURAKOA, Miles Y., Associate Researcher in CRCH; BA 1981, MA 1986, PhD 1995, Hawai‘i
MURATA, Nathan M., Interim Associate Dean of College of Education and Professor of Kinesiology and Rehabilitation Science; BEd 1984, MD 1986, Hawaii‘i; PhD 1995, Ohio State
MURAVAY, Kentic M., Professor of Surgery; BA 1980, Washington; MD 1985, Hawaii‘i
MURPHY, Alvin J. Jr., Specialist and Psychiatrist in Counseling and Student Development Center; BA 1957, Harvard; MD 1963, Florida
MURPHY, Suzanne P., Researcher in CRCH; BA 1962, Temple U; MS 1973, San Francisco State; PhD 1984, UC Berkeley
MURRAY, Patrick C., Assistant Professor of Surgery; BS 1973, MD 1982, St. George’s U School of Medicine (West Indies)
MYERS, Dale W., Associate Professor of Mathematics; BA 1965, MA 1966, PhD 1972, UC Berkeley
MYERS, Mary, Assistant Professor of Family Medicine and Community Health; BA 1986, Kansas; MS 1988, Northwestern; MS 1992, PhD 1994, Pacific

N
NAGHITALL, Paul E., Researcher in HMB; BA 1967, MA 1970, San Jose State; PhD 1976, Hawai‘i
NAGANO, Steven, Extension Agent in Natural Resources and Environmental Management, CTAHR; BS 1977, MS 1982, Hawaii‘i
NAGAO, Mike A., Professor of and Horticulturist in Tropical Plant and Soil Sciences, CTAHR; BA 1969, MS 1971, Hawaii; PhD 1975, Massachusetts
NAGASHIMA, Kazuhide, Associate Specialist in HIGP; BA 1996, MS 1998, PhD 2001, Tokyo Institute of Technology
NAGATA, Norman M., Assistant Extension Agent in Tropical Plant and Soil Sciences, CTAHR; BS 1975, UH Hilo; MS 1985, Hawaii
NAGATOSHI, Charles, Researcher and Evaluator in HIGP; BS 1972, Central Washington State College; MA 1975, MSW 1981, Hawaii; PhD 1987, Wisconsin-Madison
NASCH, Marcia A., Associate Professor of Apparel; BA 1973, California State; MA 1976, Hawaii‘i
NATIONAL, Peter G., Associate Professor of Civil and Environmental Management, CTAHR; BS 1983, MS 1986, PhD 1990, U of Bombay (India)
NEILSON, Scott C., Specialist in Plant and Environmental Protection Sciences, CTAHR; BA 1979, Pennsylvania State; MS 1988, Texas A&M; PhD 1992, North Carolina State
NERKAR, Pratibha V., Associate Professor of Molecular Microbiology and Biotechnology, CTAHR; BS 1983, MS 1985, PhD 1990, U of Bombay (India)
NETTELL, Mark, Assistant Professor of English; MA 1984, PhD 1989, UC Santa Barbara
NIEVES, Abbie, Senior Specialist in Nursing; AA 2002, Windward CC; BS 2005, MS 2007, Hawaii‘i
NEYRINCK, Mark C., Junior Specialist in International Programs; BA 2000, Chicago; MS 2002, PhD 2005, Colorado-Boulder
NGUYEN, Thanh Truc T., Assistant Specialist in CRDG; BA 1996, MD 2000, Hawaii‘i; EdD 2006, USC
NGO, Viet T., Junior Specialist in International and Exchange Programs; BA 1995, Oberlin College; MA 2001, Hawaii‘i
NICHOLS, Andrew W., Interim Director of University Health Services and Associate Professor of Family Medicine and Community Health; BS 1980, Stanford; MD 1984, Wake Forest
NICHOLS, Robert A., Associate Professor Cell and Molecular Biology; BA 1975, PhD 1982, Stanford
NICHOLSON, Peter C., Faculty Athletics Representative and Professor of English; BA 1969, Connectcut; MA 1970, PhD 1974, Pennsylvania
NICHOLSON, Peter G., Associate Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering; BA 1980, Yale; MS 1986, PhD 1990, Stanford; Regents’ Medal for Excellence in Teaching, 1994; Robert W. Clopton Award for Distinguished Community Service, 2007
NIEDERHAUSER, Victoria, Associate Dean for Academic Affairs and Associate Professor of Nursing; Diploma 1980, Bridgeport Hospital School of Nursing; BS 1983, Massachusetts-Boston; MS 1986, Boston College; DrPH 1999, Hawaii‘i
NIelsen, Torben N., Specialist in HIGP; BA 1978, Bowdoin Green; MA 1980, Hawaii; PhD 1985, Arizona
NIEMEZCZURA, Joe, Instructor in Nursing; BSN 1977, Massachusetts-Amherst; MSN 1981, UC San Francisco
NISS, Claudia R., Associate Professor of Public Health; BA 1994, MSc 1996, Calgary (Canada); PhD 1999, Rhode Island
RICHMOND, Robert H., Researcher in PBRC; BS 1976, Rochester; MS 1982, PhD 1983, SUNY
RIDGLEY, Mark A., Professor of Geography; B Env Design 1976, North Carolina State-Raleigh; MS 1980, PhD 1986, Pennsylvania State
RIEDER, John, Professor of English; BA 1974, Cincinnati-Milano, MA 1976, PhD 1980, Yale; Chancellor’s Citation for Meritorious Teaching, 2005
RIEDY, Allen J., Librarian in University Libraries; BA 1968, U of Detroit; MA 1977, MLS 1986, Hawaii
RIESEER, Alison, Professor of Geography; BS 1973, Cornell; JD 1976, George Washington; LLM 1990, Yale
RIGGS, H. Ronald, Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering; BS 1975, Cal State Chico; MS 1976, PhD 1981, UC Berkeley
RICKLON, Sheldon, Assistant Professor of Family Medicine and Community Health; BA 1989, PhD 2007, UH Hilo; MD 1998, Hawaii
RINER, Miriam, Assistant Researcher in HIGP and VIP; BS 2001, Duke; MS 2006, Northwestern; PhD 2008, Arizona State
RITTER, Joseph M., Researcher and Scientist and Astronomer in IFA; BS 1995, MS 1998, Hawaii; PhD 2002, UC Berkeley
RIZZI, Luca, Junior Scientist Researcher in IFA; MS 1999, PhD 2003, U of Padova
ROBERT, Francoise M., Associate Professor of Microbiology; BS 1964, Liege; MS 1976, PhD 1981, Minnesota
ROBERTS, Stacey B., Associate Professor of Education; BS 1977, Oakland; MA 1982, Michigan State; EdD 1992, Michigan; Regents’ Medal for Excellence in Teaching, 1995
ROBERTSON, Ian N., Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering; BS 1977, MS 1985, PhD 1990, Rice
ROBERTSON, Scott, Assistant Professor of Information and Computer Sciences; BS 1976; UC Irvine; MA 1979, Cal State Fullerton; PhD 1983, Yale
ROBILLARD, Albert B., Professor of Sociology; BA 1966, MS 1968, Cal State San Jose; MA 1973, PhD 1974, UCLA
ROBINOW, Steven N., Professor of Zoology; BA 1978, UC Berkeley; PhD 1989, Brandeis; Presidential Citation for Meritorious Teaching, 2001; Chancellor’s Citation for Meritorious Teaching, 2006
ROBINSON, Robert J., Professor of Management and Industrial Relations; BS 1984, MA 1987, U of Cape Town; PhD 1991, Stanford
ROBINSON, Scott D., Associate Specialist in Education; BS 1983, Kent State; MA 1991, Ohio State; PhD 1995, Florida State
ROCHELEAU, Richard E., Director of and Researcher in HNEI; BS 1975, Delaware; MS 1977, Hawaii; PhD 1980, Delaware
ROCKWOOD, David, Associate Dean and Associate Professor of Architecture; BArch 1978, Oregon; MArch 1983, Princeton
RODGERS, Kaulei S., Assistant Researcher in HMB; BS 1998, PhD 2005, Hawaii
RODRIGO DIEZ, Esther, Instructor in Spanish; BA 1993, Southern Illinois; MA 1999, Hawaii
RODRIGUEZ, Beatriz L., Professor of Geriatric Medicine; MD 1985, Instituto Tecnologico de Monterrey (Mexico); MPH 2001, Texas
ROGNSTAD, K., Mark, Associate Specialist in HIGP; BS 1975, BS 1975, MT
ROLETT, Barry V., Professor of Anthropology; BA 1980, Pomona College; MA 1985, PhD 1989, Yale
ROLEY, V. Vance, Dean of Shidler College of Business and Chair of Leadership and Management; BA 1973, UC Berkeley; MA 1976, PhD 1977, Hawaii
ROMANELLO, Matthew P., Assistant Professor of History; BA 1995, Brown; MA 1998, PhD 2003, Ohio State
ROSA, John, Assistant Professor of History; BA 1990, Northwestern; MA 1992, PhD 1999, Irvine
ROSEN, Devan, Assistant Professor of Speech; BA 1997, MA 2000, Buffalo; PhD 2007, Cornell
ROSEN, Marc D., Assistant Specialist in Physics and Astronomy; BA 1974, MA 1977, Cal State Sonoma
ROSS, David A., Professor of Mathematics; BA 1978, Swarthmore; MA 1980, PhD 1983, Wisconsin
ROSSITER, Andrew, Director of Water Aquaculture and Professor of Zoology; BS 1979, U Cardiff; Wales (UK); PhD 1983, U College of North Wales (UK)
ROSTER, Fred, Professor of Art; BA 1967, MA 1968, San Jose; MFA 1970, Hawaii
RUTH, Randall W., Professor of Law; BS 1970, Regis College; JD 1974, Denver; LLM 1975, Miami; Robert W. Clonton Award for Distinguished Community Service, 1998
ROUSSET, James A., Professor of Economics; BA 1965, UC Berkeley; MA 1969, Hawaii; PhD 1973, Wisconsin-Madison
ROUSSEV, Iia E., Associate Acrobat in IFA; BSc 1993, MS 1995, Sofia U (Bulgaria); PhD 2001, Queen’s U (Belfast)
ROWE, George Dail, Assistant Researcher in SOEST; BS 1990, Guilford College; PhD 1996, U of Rhode Island
ROWLAND, Scott K., Specialist in Geology and Geophysics; BS 1982, Oregon State; PhD 1987, Hawaii; Chancellor’s Citation for Meritorious Teaching, 1995
RUBIN, Haya R., Professor of Health Care Services Research; BA 1975, Oberlin; MD 1982, PhD 1982, Case Western Reserve; MS 1989, UCLA
RUBIN, Kenneth H., Professor of Geology and Geophysics; BA 1984, MS 1985, PhD 1991, UC San Diego
RUBINOFF, Daniel, Assistant Professor of Plant and Environmental Protection Sciences, CTAHR; BS 1992, Cornell; PhD 2001, UC Berkeley
RUDY, Raul C., Professor of Pediatrics; BS 1967, MD 1968, Cuyahoga Heredia (Peru); MPH 1974, Hawaii
RUGGIERO, Edward, Junior Specialist in Outreach College; BA 1976; Providence College; BS 1985, School for International Training
RUHAAK, Amy E., Instructor in Special Education; BA 1999, Augusta College; MA 2003, Wisconsin-Madison; MA 2007, Hawaii
RUSSO, Gerard G., Associate Professor of Economics; BA 1977, George Washington; MA 1981, Delaware; PhD 1985, Northwestern
RUTTENBERG, Kathleen, Assistant Professor of Geology and Geophysics and Oceanography; BA 1982, UC San Diego; PhD 1990, Yale
RUTTER, Sara M., Librarian IV in University Libraries; BS 1982, MS 1987, Michigan State; MLS 1992, Michigan
RYAN, Catherine B., Assistant Professor in Nursing; BS 1978, MS 1983, Georgetown; DNP 2005, Case Western Reserve
S
SACK, Lawren, Assistant Professor of Botany; BS 1995, McGill; PhD 2001, Cambridge
SACK, Nancy, Librarian III in University Libraries; BA 1976, Brandeis; MLS 1990, Hawaii
SAEKI, Lori A., Librarian II in University Libraries; BA 2002, MLS 2005, Hawaii
SAETRE, Eirik, Assistant Professor of Anthropology; MA 1994, St. Andrews; PhD 2004, Australian National U
SAFFERY, Maya L. Kaimualioakawai, Junior Specialist for Curriculum in Kauihurlani Center for Hawaiian Language; BA 2002, MEJ 2005, Hawaii
SAIDY, Diana, Instructor in Dental Hygiene; BS 2000; MEd 2005, Hawaii
SAITO, Hiroshi, Assistant Professor of Sociology; BA 2001, International Christian U (Japan); PhD 2009, Michigan
SAITO, Rose W., County Extension Agent in Family and Consumer Sciences, CTAHR; BS 1970, Kansas State; MS 1977, Hawaii
SULLIVAN, Robert, Associate Professor of English; BA 1994, U of Auckland; Library and Information Studies 1995, Victoria U; MA 2006, U of Auckland; Chancellor’s Citation for Meritorious Teaching, 2008
SUMIDA, Comfort M., Junior Specialist in Mānoa Advising Center; BA 2000, UH Hilo; MA 2004, Hawai‘i
SUMIDA, Kenneth N., Assistant Professor of Medicine; BA 1978, MS 1981, MD 1982, Hawai‘i
SUN, Jalim, Assistant Professor of Accounting; BA 1999, Shangai U (China); PhD 2005, Colorado-Boulder
SUNDBERG, Dagmar, Instructor in Hawai‘i's English Language Program; BA 1977, MA 1980, U of Heidelberg (Germany)
SUNG, Jaryeon (Jan), Associate Professor of Information and Bioengineering, CTAHR; BS 1976, MS 1981, Hawai‘i; PhD 1988, Tokyo
TAKEUCHI, Leilani S., Assistant Specialist in Undergraduate Education; BA 2002, MA 2004, MPA 2005, Hawai‘i
TAM, Elizabeth K., Professor of Medicine; BA 1975, UVU; MD 1979, San Francisco
TAM, Man Shing, Research Scientist in HNEI; BS 1993, Illinois; PhD 1997, Michigan State
TAMARIBUCHI, Gaul A., Assistant Specialist in Education; BA 1965, Northern Colorado; MEd 1981, Hawai‘i
TAMARIBUCHI, Sharon, Junior Specialist in Public Administration; BA 1992, MPA 2001, Hawai‘i
TAN, Andrew W., Assistant Professor of Surgery; BS 1977, MD 1999, Albany Med. College
TAN, Siang-Young, Professor of Medicine; BS 1968, MD 1970, McGill
TANABE, Clifton S., Assistant Professor of Educational Administration; BA 1992, MPA 2001, Hawai‘i
TANAKA, Peter F., Interim Dean of Outreach College; BA 1968, Hawai‘i; PhD 1982, Michigan
TANG, Chung-Shih, Biochemist in Molecular Biosciences and Bioengineering, CTAHR; BS 1960, MS 1962, Taiwan; PhD 1967, UC Davis
TAN, Andrew A. W., Assistant Professor of Surgery; BS 1981, MD 1985, Hawai‘i
TANZISIRA, Kelan G., Assistant Professor of Medicine; BS 1989, MD 1994, Harvard; MS 1997, Hawai‘i
TAYLOR, Marilyn J., Associate Professor of Psychiatry; BA 1984, Columbia College; MA 1989, Temple
TAYLOR, Andrew D., Associate Professor of Zoology; BA 1989, MEd 1994, Hawai‘i; PhD 2002, Wisconsin-Madison
TAYLOR, Diane W., Professor of Tropical Medicine, Medical Microbiology and Pharmacology; AA 1966, Carbrillo College; BA 1968, MS 1970, PhD 1975, Hawai‘i
TAYLOR, G. Jeffrey, Associate Director of Space Science in HSGC and Planetary Scientist in HIGP; BA 1966, Colgate; MA 1968, PhD 1975, Rice
TAYLOR, Marilyn J., Associate Professor of Education; BA 1968, UC Berkeley; MA 1974, San Francisco State; MEd 1987, Lesley College; EdD 1983, Denver
TEMPLE, Ephraim, Junior Extension Agent in SGCB; BA 2003, Hawai‘i; MA 2007, Oregon State
TEG, Michelle H., Associate Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering; BS 1985, Tsinghua (China); MS 1987, PhD 1990, Cal Tech
TENGAN, Ty P.K., Associate Professor of Ethnic Studies and Anthropology; BA 1997, Dartmouth; MA 2000, Hawai‘i; Certificate in Cultural Studies 2006, Hawai‘i; East-West Center; PhD 2003, Hawai‘i
TERADA, Keith Y., Associate Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology; BA 1977, Dartmouth; MD 1981, Hawai‘i
TERAMURA, Alan H., Interim Dean of College of Natural Sciences and Professor of Botany; BA 1971, MA 1973, California State; PhD 1978, Duke
TERLAJE, Julie, Junior Specialist in Student Athlete Aca- demic Services; BA 1999, Wisconsin-Madison; MEd 2006, Marquette
TERUYA, Jenny N., Director of School of Accountancy and Associate Professor of Accounting; BBA 1984, MAcc 1986, Hawai‘i; CPA 1978, PhDr 1998, Arizona; Chancellor’s Cita- tion for Meritorious Teaching, 2002
TERUYA, Lynnette K., Senior Specialist in Okinawan Stud- ies; BA 1993, MLISc 2006, Hawai‘i
TESHIMA, Brian T., Associate Professor of Medical Technol- ogy; BS 1979, Hawai‘i
TESSIER, Karen, Instructor in Nursing; BS 1965, Connect- icut; MS 1986, PhD 2007, Hawai‘i
TEVES, Glenn I., Assistant Extension Agent in Tropical Plant and Soil Sciences, CTAHR; BS 1977, Hawai‘i
THAU, Eric M., Assistant Professor of Spanish; BA 1989, San Francisco State; MA 1992, Florida; PhD 2004, UCLA
THEIBERGER, Nicholas A., Assistant Professor of Lin- guistics; BA 1981, Johns (Australia); MA 1984, Le'Cohe U (Australia); PhD 2004, U of Melbourne (Australia)
THOLEN, David J., Astronomer in IFA; BS 1978, Kansas; PhD 1983, Arizona
THOMAS, Catherine, Librarian II in University Libraries, BA 1990, Humboldt State; MLIS 1994, Hawai‘i
THOMAS, Donald M., Geoscientist in HIGP; BS 1970, Dickinson; MS 1972, Outreach College; PhD 1977, Hawai‘i
THOMAS, Florence J. M., Associate Researcher in HIMB; BS 1985, Washington; MS 1987, Brown; PhD 1992, UC Berkeley
THOMPSON, C. Elise, Instructor in Nursing; BS 2001, UNC-Charlotte; MS 2007, Hawai‘i
THOMPSON, Karen S., Associate Professor of Pathology; BS 1985, Hawai‘i; MS 1987, Michigan; MD 1991 Indiana
THOMPSON, Katherine B., Assistant Specialist in Nursing; BS 1980, Nevada-Reno; MPH 1984, MS 1994, Hawai‘i
THOMPSON, Priscilla C., Assistant Specialist in HNEI; BA 1970, Hawai‘i
THORNE, Mark S., Associate Specialist in Human Nutri- tion, Food and Animal Sciences, CTAHR; BS 1996, MS 1998, Wyoming; PhD 2002, Colorado State
THORNHILL, Arthur H., III, Associate Professor of Japanese Literature; BA 1974, Princeton; MA 1978, PhD 1985, Harvard
TICKTIN, Tamara B., Assistant Professor of Botany; BSc 1994, PhD 2000, McGill U
TIRIKAINEN, Maarit, Assistant Specialist and Technical Director of Genomics Shared Resource in CRCH; BS 1990, PhD 1995, Univ Helsinki (Finland)
TILLINGHAST, Beth, Librarian III in University Libraries; BA 1969, U of Oregon; Teaching Certificate 1973, PSH; MLIS 2000, Hawai‘i
TIMMERMANN, Axel, Professor of Oceanography; MS 1995, U of Marburg (Germany); PhD 1998, U of Hamburg (Germany)
TITCHENAL, C. Alan, Associate Professor of Human Nutrition, Food, and Animal Sciences, CTAHR; BS 1984, MS 1986, Hawai‘i; MA 1989, University of Auckland; MS 1997, Hawai‘i; Certificate in Cultural Studies 2006, Hawai‘i; East-West Center; PhD 2003, Hawai‘i
TONGA, Mitchell A., Assistant Specialist in Hawaii Ecol- ogical Services; BA 1997, Dartmouth; MS 1998, Hawai‘i; Certificate in Cultural Studies 2006, Hawai‘i; East-West Center; PhD 2003, Hawai‘i
TOMITA, Kimiko, Librarian II in University Libraries; BS 1992, MPA 2001, Hawai‘i
TOMITA, Teri, Junior Specialist in Student Affairs; BS 1992, MPA 2001, Hawai‘i
TOMS, Kristin, Librarian III in University Libraries; BA 1992, MPA 2001, Hawai‘i
TONN, Susan, Senior Specialist in Student Affairs; MA 1979, Hawai‘i; Certificate in Cultural Studies 2006, Hawai‘i
UCHIDA, Janice Y., Associate Researcher in Plant and Environmental Protection Sciences, CTAHR; BA 1970, MS 1972, PhD 1984, Hawai‘i

UCHIGAKIUCHI, Patrick, Associate Specialist in SSRI; BEd 1972, MA 1986, MS 1994, PhD 2001, Hawai‘i

UEHARA, Goro, Professor of and Soil Scientist in Tropical Plant and Soil Sciences, CTAHR; BS 1951, MS 1955, Hawai‘i; PhD 1959, Michigan State

UEHARA, Mari, Assistant Professor of Pediatrics; MD 1994, Japan

UEMOTO, Karen, Professor of Urban and Regional Planning; BS 1983, San Francisco State; MA 1989, UCLA; PhD 1998, MIT; Regents’ Medal for Excellence in Teaching, 2001

URABE, Miguel, Junior Specialist in Research in Plant Pathology; BS 1980, CA; MS 1984, Florida

URONEN, Robert, Associate Researcher in HMB; BS 1991, MS 1993, PhD 2001, U. Davis

V

VAGADORI, Peter, Assistant Specialist in HNEI; BS 1972, Weber State; MBA 1984, Golden Gate

VAHSEN, Sven E., Assistant Professor of Physics; BS 1989, MA 1997, UCLA; PhD 2003, Princeton

VANDEWAY, Elizabeth, Professor of Geological and Biological Sciences; BS 1984, MA 1987, Stanford; PhD 1990, Florida

VAN DYKE, Jon, Carlmall Ball Faculty Scholar and Professor of Law; BA 1964, Yale; JD 1967, Harvard; Presidential Citation for Meritorious Teaching, 1987; Regents’ Medal for Excellence in Research, 2009

VARGO, Stephen L., Professor of Marketing; BA 1997, Oklahoma

VARLEY, Richard, Director of Internship and Career Development; BA 1980, Hawai‘i Lo‘u College; MA 1982, East Stroudsburg U

VARELA, Santiago, Professor of Physiology; BS 1989, MA 1994, Boston; PhD 1999, Hawai‘i

VASEQUEZ-BROOKS, Mirella, Instructor in Nursing; MSN 1996, MSN 1998, Hawai‘i

VAUSE, Chester N., III, Professor of Physics; BS 1974, Hawai‘i; MS 1976, PhD 1979, Rutgers

VEGA, Luis, Specialist in HNEI; BS 1968, US Naval Academy; MS 1969, Caltech; MS 1971, PhD 1975, UC San Diego


VERMA, Saguna, Assistant Researcher in Tropical Medicine, Medical Microbiology and Pharmacology; BS 1985, MS 1987, PhD 1997, Hawai‘i

VINCENT, Douglas L., Department Chair and Professor of and Researcher in Human Nutrition, Food, and Animal Sciences; CTAHR, BS 1975, MS 1978, Southern Illinois; PhD 1983, Illinois; Presidential Citation for Meritorious Teaching, 1992


VIJRIJ, Malvina, Assistant Specialist in HNEI; BEng 1991, U of Leeds (UK); MSc 1992, U of Sheffield; PhD 2002, Loughborough (England)

VITIELLO, Giovanni, Associate Professor of Chinese Literature; Laurea 1985, Rome (Italy); MA 1990, PhD 1994, UC Berkeley

VITOUSEK, Kelly, Associate Professor of Psychology; BS 1978, PhD 1981, Minnesota; Presidential Citation for Meritorious Teaching, 1992

VOGEL, Carl-Wilhelm E., Researcher in CRCH; MD 1976, MS 1980, PhD 1986, U of Hamburg (Germany)

VOLLER, John, Associate Professor of Nursing; BSN 1982, MSN 1984, Loma Linda; PhD 1993, Hawai‘i

VOLINI, Marguerite, Professor of Pathology; BS 1953, Illinois; PhD 1965, Chicago

VOVIN, Alexander V., Professor of East Asian Languages; MA 1993, PhD 1997, Leningrad State (Russia)
WATT, George, Professor of Tropical Medicine, Medical Microbiology and Pharmacology; AB 1971, UCBD; MD 1976, Universitè Paul Sabatier (France)

WATTERS, Corlere A., Assistant Professor of Human Nutrition, Food and Animal Sciences, CTAAH; BS 1990, U of Alberta (Canada); MS 1991, U of Aberdeen and Rowett Research Institute (UK); PhD 2007, U of Alberta (Canada)

WATTERS, Michael R., Professor of Medicine; BA 1972, Tennessee-Knoxville; MD 1975, Tennessee-Memphis


WEBB, David T., Assistant Professor of Botany; BA 1967, West Chester State; PhD 1978, Montana

WEDEMEYER, Dan J., Professor of Communication; BS 1968, Iowa State; MA 1971, Hawaii; AM 1976, PhD 1978, USC; Presidential Citation for Meritorious Teaching, 1987

WEEMS, Charles W., Professor of and Researcher in Human Nutrition, Food, and Animal Sciences, CTAAH; BS 1964, MS 1966, East Tennessee State; PhD 1975, West Virginia

WEEMS, Yoshie S., Research Associate in Human Nutrition, Food, and Animal Sciences, CTAAH; BS 1983, MS 1985, Nixon U; PhD 1994, Hawaii

WEINER, Joel L., Professor of Mathematics; BA 1965, MA 1968, PhD 1971, UCLA; Presidential Citation for Meritorious Teaching, 1995

WEINSTEIN, Michael G., Associate Professor of Sociology; PhD 1979, Wayne State; MA 1966, PhD 1968, Harvard

WEIRANDY, Randy, Assistant Professor of SPA-Speech-Language Pathology; BA 1971, Rockford College; MS 1976, Illinois State; PhD 1979, U of De Haute Bretagne (France)

WEISBERG, David A., Assistant Professor of Military Science; BS 1990, SUNY Brockport

WEISS, Lois E., Assistant Professor of SPA-Speech-Language Pathology; BA 1973, UC San Diego; MS 1975, Yale; PhD 1980, UC San Diego

WILKENS, George R., Jr., Professor of Mathematics; BS 1980, MS 1983, PhD 1987, North Carolina-Chapel Hill

WILKINS, Lynne R., Associate Specialist in and Biorationalist in CRCH; BS 1981, MS 1983, DrPh 2000, North Carolina-Chapel Hill

WILKENS, Ray, Director of CIMITES and Researcher in HIGP; BA 1969, SUNY-New Paltz; MA 1977, SUNY-Binghamton; PhD 1981, Washington

WILKINSON, Robert W., Professor of Pediatrics; BS 1963, Notre Dame; MD 1967, Tulane

WILLIAMS, Larry Lou, Assistant Professor of Education; BA 1977, UC Davis; Curr of Fine Arts 1979, Oxford; PhD 1994, Florida


WILLIAMS, Philip G., Assistant Professor of Chemistry; BS 1998, Calgary (Canada); PhD 2003, Hawaii

WILLIAMSON, Michael R., Director of and Specialist in Molecular Biosciences and Biosystems Engineering, CTAAH; BS 1967, Texas A&M; MS 1969, PhD 1986, Hawaii

WILLIOME, Jason, Professor of Mathematics; BA 1997, University of Hawaii

WILLS, James R., Jr., Professor of Marketing; BA 1967, MA 1970, Western Michigan; DBA 1976, Kent State

WONG, Annette K., Acting Assistant Professor of Hawaiian Student Services; BA 1995, Hawai'i; MS 1998, Columbia; PhD 2009, Hawaii; Chancellor's Citation for Meritorious Teaching, 2004

WONG, Wesley L., Specialist in and Physician in University Health Services; BA 1983, Washington; MA 1987, Internal Medicine 1990, Hawaii

WOO, Patrick Chi-Kwong, Instructor in Japanese; BA 1988, MA 1990, Hawaii; Frances Davis Award for Excellence in Undergraduate Teaching, 2007

WOOD, D. William, Professor of Sociology; BA 1968, Saskatchewan (Canada); MP 1979, MA 1980, PhD 1983, Hawaii

WOODBUFF, Rosemarie V., Associate Specialist in Learning Assistance Center; BEd 1970, MED 1974, PhD 2006, Hawaii

WOOLELEN, Mary C., Instructor in Accounting; BA 1983, MA 1997, Hawaii; CPA 1998

WORTHLEY, Reginald G., Professor of Information Technology Management; BA 1965, Maine; MS 1967, PhD 1969, Kansas State; Regents' Medal for Excellence in Teaching, 1993

WRIGHT, Claire E., Assistant Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology; BSc 1994, U Westminster (UK); MSc 1995, Institute of Psychiatry (UK); PhD 2001, Open (UK)

WRIGHT, Erin Kahanawaika'ala, Director of Native Hawaiian Student Services; BA 1995, Hawaii; MA 1997, PhD 2003, UCLA

WRIGHT, Lesley, Professor of Music; BA 1972, Smith College; MA 1974, PhD 1981, Princeton

WRIGHT, Mark G., Associate Specialist in Plant and Environmental Protection Services, CTAAH; BSc 1987, MS 1990, Stellenbosch (South Africa); PhD 1996, Natal (South Africa)

WRIGHT, Robert, Assistant Researcher in HIGP; BA 1994, The U of Sheffield (UK); MS 1995, U College London (UK); PhD 1999, The Open U-Milton Keynes (UK)

WRIGHT, Tricia E., Assistant Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology; BSc 1994, U Westminster (UK); MSc 1995, Institute of Psychiatry (UK); PhD 2001, Open (UK)

X

XIE, Shang-Ping, Professor of Meteorology and IPRC; BS 1984, Shandong College of Oceanography (China); MS 1988, PhD 1991, Tokyo (Japan)

XU, Xiaodong, Junior Researcher; BS 1984, MS 1987, Hangzhou (PR China); PhD 1992, Hawaii

XU, Yuanyuan, Associate Professor of Psychology; BA 1996, MA 1999, East China Normal U; MA 2001, PhD 2004, USC
Y

YAMADA, Lawrence M., Associate Professor of Dental Hygiene; DDS 1955, St. Louis; Certificate 1967, Boston; MS 1973, USC

YAMADA, Seiji, Associate Professor of Area Health Education Center; BA 1983, Harvard; MD 1987, Illinois; MPH 1996, Hawaii

YAMAGA, Karen M., Professor of Tropical Medicine, Medical Microbiology and Pharmacology; BA 1968, Cal State Los Angeles; MS 1970, PhD 1974, Hawaii

YAMAKAWA, Roy, Associate Extension Agent in Tropical Plant and Soil Sciences, CTAHR; BEd 1971, MS 1975, Hawaii

YAMAMOTO, Eric K., Professor of Law; BA 1975, Hawaii; JD 1978, UC Berkeley; Presidential Citation for Meritorious Teaching, 1990, 1998; Regents' Medal for Excellence in Teaching, 2005

YAMAMOTO, Loten G., Professor of Pediatrics; BA 1983, MPH 1988, MBA 1993, Hawaii

YAMAUCHI, Kazuhito, Junior Researcher in Anatomy, Biochemistry and Physiology; BS 1997, MS 1999, PhD 2003, Hiroshima (Japan)

YAMAUCHI, Lois A., Professor of Education; BA 1986, MA 1993, Hawaii; Chancellor's Citation for Meritorious Teaching, 2008

YAMAZAKI, Yukiko, Assistant Professor of Anatomy, Biochemistry and Physiology; BA 1983, DVM 1985, PhD 1990, Japan

YAN, Tao, Assistant Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering; BS 1997, Wuhan U of Tech. (PR China); MS 2000, Tsinghua U (PR China); PhD 2004, Minnesota

YANAGIDa, John F., Researcher in Natural Resources and Environmental Management, CTAHR; BA 1971, Hawaii; MA 1975, Ph.D. 1978, Illinois; Presidential Citation for Meritorious Teaching, 1992; Chancellor's Citation for Meritorious Teaching, 2003

YANAGIHARA, Richard T., Professor of Pediatrics; BA 1991, Tokyo U of Agriculture and Technology; MS 1992 Loyola Marymount; MS 1995, Hawaii; PhD 2002, Chicago

YOSHISHIRA, Lisa, Assistant Professor of Art; BFA 1984, MFA 1992, Hawaii

YOSHISHIRA, Mari, Professor of American Studies; BA 1991, Tokyo; MA 1992, PhD 1997, Brown; Distinguished Graduate Mentoring Award, 2007

YOSHIMI, Dina R., Associate Professor of Japanese; BA 1984, Yale; MA 1989, PhD 1993, USC

YOSHINAGA, Alvin, Junior Researcher in PBRC; BA 1968, Stanford; MS 1977, Wisconsin-Madison; MBA 1988, Hawaii

YOSHINO, Rhoda M., County Extension Agent in Family and Consumer Sciences, CTAHR; BS 1967, Hawaii; MS 1977, Michigan

YOSHIOKA, Jon, Specialist in Education; BS 1985, MS 1987, UC Riverside; MBA 1989, CSU-San Bernardino

YOST, Russell S., Professor of and Soil Scientist in Tropical Plant and Soil Sciences, CTAHR; BS 1970, Kansas State; MS 1972, Nebraska; PhD 1977, North Carolina State

YOUNG, Kenneth, BC, Associate Professor of Native Hawaiian Health; BS 1960, MA 1964, Pepperdine; MS 1970, Howard

YOUNG, Donald B., Jr., Professor of Education and Director of CRDG; BS 1968, MS 1969, SUNY; EdD 1986, Hawaii

YOUNG, Jean S., Associate Extension Agent and State Coordinator in Family Community Leadership, Family and Consumer Sciences; BS 1975, MA 1978, Hawaii

YOO, T. Jun, Associate Professor of History; BA 1995, UC Riverside; MA 1997, PhD 2002, Chicago

YOZA, Brandon A., Assistant Researcher in HNEI; BS 1990, Japan


YU, Jian, Associate Professor of HNEI; BEng 1982, MS 1995, PhD 2002, Shanghai

YU, Zhe, Assistant Professor of Chemical Engineering; BS 1988, Shanghai U; MS 1992, PhD 1995, Stanford

YUEN, Sylvia, Director of the Center on the Family and College of Family and Consumer Sciences; BS 1985, Hawaii; MS 1986, Illinois; PhD 1975, Hawaii; Robert W. Clapson Award for Distinguished Community Service, 2003; Chancellor's Citation for Meritorious Teaching, 2002

YUN, David C., Interim Associate Dean of Shidler College of Business; BS 1984, Yale; MA 1989, PhD 1993, USC

YUNGBERGER, Deborah, Professor of Education; BA 1983, U of Waterloo (Canada); MS 1996, MA 1997, PhD 2007, Kent State

ZALESKI, Halina M., Professor of and Specialist in Human Nutrition, Food, and Animal Sciences, CTAHR; BS 1974, Saskatchewan; PhD 1992, Georgia

ZALUD, Ivica, Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology; MD 1986, PhD 1992, U of Zagreb (Croatia)

ZAMAR, Sheila, Instructor in Filipino; BA 1991, Philippines; MA 1999, Northern Illinois

ZASTROW, Jan, Librarian IV in University Libraries; BA 1979, Columbus State U; MLS 1995, MA 2005, Hawaii

ZEE, Julia, Associate Extension Agent in Human Nutrition, Food, and Animal Sciences, CTAHR; BS 1983, Oregon; MPH 1984, Hawaii

ZELKE, Richard E., Associate Professor of Oceanography; MS 1995, PhD 1998, U of Bremen (Germany)

ZENG, Suzanne M., Instructor in Chinese, Translation and Interpretation; BA 1980, Redlands; MA 1985, PhD 1996, Hawaii
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